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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates factors which influence the
physical form of the urban environment at the micro-scale.
Three aspects of form are considered. These are
configuration, separation, and consistency. A method of
assessing the form of a property from a public place with
respect to these aspeets is outlined. The technique breaks
each aspect into a scale of form types aE a tool for
measuring the formal characteristics of the environment.
ftrese form types are used to describe an urban environment.

A comparison of this description with the physical
attributes of the area identifies four f,actors which may
have affected the patterns and distributions of the forms
observed in the description. These are land use, Iand
ownership patterns, time, and regulatory controls. Detailed
studies of these factors in five particular areas reveaLs
that relationships between each of the factors and the
incidence of the various form types exist. Correspondences
which suggest ttrat the factor probably has an influence on
the forms identified are evident in varying degrees
depending on the factor considered.
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INTRODUCTION

This study was undertaken to satisfy a
personal interest in the reasons why the
environment about us manifests formally
in the way it does, why there are
differences between the forms of
environmentsr drrd what factors need to
exist to create environments with
particular formal properties.

The objective was, therefore, to
establish explanations for the physical
form of the environment.

Scholars of Architecture, Town Planning,
Urban Design, and Geograptry have been
investigating aspects of the form of the
urban environment, as a specialist
subject area, for some time. Broadly the
studies might be categorised into four
areas of concern. The first of these is
the historical accounts which document
changes of form with time. The works of
Bloomfield (fgZg), Morris (tgOl, I968,
L969, L97O) , Ross (1967 ) , and oliver
(L982) taff int'o this categciry.

Secondly there are the studies of the
organizational arrangements of cities
which encompass the spacial and social
aspects of urban form., Alexander (f966),
Banz (1970), aqd many others work in
these areas.

The third area is that of the
environmental psyctrologists whose
primary interest is in trow urban
environments are perceived. This
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includes the work of Lynch (f960),
Goodey (fgZf , L974\, rttelson (1973 ),
and Downs and Stea (f973).

The fourth group are the behavioural
studies of people in urban environments.
Rapoport (L977 ) is noted for work in
this area.

The behaviouralists are concerned with
how environments are used, how they
manipulate behaviour, and how betraviour
leads to modification of environments.
The environments that are of concern are
social environments. The physical
environment is seen merely as the
setting for social interactions. It is
seldom described in a measured way.
Rapoport (tglZ ) considers that the use
of an environment is culturally
determined and depends on how the user
perceives the message of the
environmental elements .

The work of the betraviouralists is
closely associated wittr that of ttre
environmental psyctrologists who are
interested in how environments are
comprehended; the form that
comprehension takes rather than the form
the environment takes. Ittleson (I973)
discusses environmental perception in
terms of what is recognised and its
meaning to the observer. Proshansky,
Ittleson, and Rivlin (fgZO ) Uring
together research in environmental
psychology and include worK on
perception theory, methods of study, and
psyctrological concepts such as
territoriality and privacy. Sommer
(1969) and Hall (f900) have become
authorities in recognising personal
space and personalized space concepts.
Goodey (fgZr ) is interested in
preference perception, barriers, and
routes. He, too, reviews work in the
environmental perception field drawing
on examples from a geographical stance.
In these studies the ptrysical
environment is secondary to the image of
the environment that Man has. Only Lynch
(feeO ) and research following his style
takes account of the formal attributes
of urban areas. Lynch identifies five
elements, the existence of whictr
increases the 'imagability' of urban
areas. These are paths, edges,
districts, nodes, and l.-rnriii,arks. These
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are conceptual items of environmental
form, and occur at an area level rather
than in a visual field.
The analytical descripti-ons of places,
both in case studies and in general
terms, look at the interrelationship of
networks, districts, services,
communications, and the like. Alexander
(rge0) and Banz (fgZO) Uoth describe
cities in these terms, identifying the
complexity of urban structure and
organization. Patterns and forms are
described at an overall scale. Few works
consider ttrese factors at a basic leve1.

Urban historians also tend to work at an
overall scale in looking at urban areas.
Morris (L967, 1968 , 1969, and 1970 )
deals with urban areas as a whole and
traces the development of urban form
with reference to social order,
politics, and changing notions of the
ideal plan arrangement at different
times. Other tristorians onlv record the
facts about changes in the urban
environment. Oliver (1982) does this in
his investigations into early land
ownership patterns in Mt Eden.
Bloomfield (fgZg) similarly traces the
changes in the boundaries of political
areas in Auckland. Neittrer offers any
explanation of the underlying causes of
these changes.

If not documenting events and physical
conditions in this manner the historians
are concerned vrith the history of ideas
and how these affect environments. Ross
(L967 ) is an historian who falts into
this category. lle traces ttre evolution
of town planning ideas and relates them
to the form environments take. Again he
is concerned with the plan form of urban
environments at an overall level.
Notably absent from these works are
investigations into the physical form of
the urban environment, particularly at
the micro-sca1e. A number of studies
describe formal phenomena (at the macro
level) Out make no attempt to explain
their existence. Answers to the
questions raised were not forthcoming
from the literature, so this study was
set up.

In considering this problem there rr€
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numerous number of aspects to be
evaluated in respect of the content of
the urban environment. Equally numerous
are the manners in which 'form' can be
considered.

To try to encompass all facets of form
in the urban context would be a task
beyond comprehension. The scope of this
study, therefore, is limited to ttre
consideration of three aspects of urban
form. Both the level of the urban
environment and ttre components of its
form to be investigated are defined.

The area of concern is the environment
at the level people view it from the
public arena. The form aspects are those
covering the shapes that are observed,
the relationship between elements, and
the degree to which elements in the
vista have similar properties. It is
appreciated that these aspects are
selected from the wide rangte of possible
factors for consideration.

Thus, in this thesis, aspects of urban
form at a micro-environmental scale are
investigated. The question of why ttre
urban environment has particular formal
patterns is addressed. Central to this
question is the notion that there is
some mechanism wtrich is operating as a
determinant of form. It is accepted that
the mechanism may consist of a number of
factors which influence the formal
aesttretic about us. This study sets out
to identify these factors.

Before the reasons for the form of the
urban environment could be esLablished
it was necessary to identify and then
describe the environment to be studied.
At this point it was found that there
was a lack of functional notation
available to express the physical forms
ttrat h/ere of interest. This Ied to a
descriptive technique being devised
which was used to describe an urban
area. The description was then analysed
and compared with the attributes of the
area. From these comparisons a number of
observations were made as to ttre
possible factors of influence on the
form. To find out if these were
relevant, five areas were extracted and
specifically analysed for form
incidence. In addition, material
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relating to the factors considered to bepotential influences was collected.
These two sets of data were compared tofind out if there was any relalionship
between the suspected influences and the
forms. The study relies on the evidence
of this relationship to establish theinfluence.

A causal relationship between a factorof influence and a formal pattern isconsidered to exist if there is a biasin the incidence of the patterns for
those factors.
This tends more towards the "grounded.theory" approach, where proof is
generated by the substantive evidence ofqualitative data (Glaser and Strauss
t.957 ) , than "grand theory,, which fol_Iowsthe scientific method of proof (Hempel
1966 ) .

The proof relies on the causal
relationship between form and influencebeing established through a correlation
in the incidence of the form underconsideration and the occurrence of the
influencing factor.
The study follows the pattern ofresearch outlined by Glaser and Straussin tl.at each aspect of the work is built
up from the previous section.
G1aser and Straussr ds a reaction to the
emphasis on the verification of theory,propose a qualitative approach tostudies. Their premise ia ttrat thetheory can be generated from the weight
of data available when items of the dataare compared. The theory is thensubstantiated by t^he evidence of thedata and may be abstracted to a higherIevel to make it applicable to aieasoutside ttre study. The method relies on
comparison to build up relationships
between the subject under study and avariety of similar or dissimilai areas.
By contrast, Hempel (fg6e ) explains thatin sci.entific research the emphasis ison the testing of an hypothesis as a
means of validating a theory. This isdone by assuming condj_tions under whicha particular outcome might eventuate andtesting for that outcome. The relevanceof the outcome is affected by thevalidity of the assumptions. Its
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acceptability is determined by how well
it conforms to other theory, whether it
is confirmable by other mettrods, and its
degree of simplicity. Scientific
explanation must have testability.

The grounded theory approach is an
appropriate stance to take in this study
because ttrere is no opportunity to
experiment and test by changing the
aspects under consideration.

Specific methods of collection,
collation, and analysis of the research
material for each matter considered are
discussed in the section where that
aspect is described.

Generally data on the form aspect is
matched with information on the factor
thought to be an influence. Because of
the nature of the influencing factors,
different types of correspondence are
used to indicate the existence of a
cause effect relationship. Where the
factor applies directly to the basic
item being measured then a similarity in
the prevalence between the factor and
ttre form incidence indicates a
relationship. !,/here a factor corresponds
to a formal pattern in a significantly
different way from other factors, a
relationship is deemed to be indicated.
Likewise, ctranges in form patterns with
respect to an influencing factor is also
considered to show a correspondence. The
strength of the correspondence
determines the degree of influence of
the factors on the form.

The thesis is concerned with what ttre
influencing factors are and their effect
on aspects of the form of the urban
environment. It does not examine the
merits of these influences nor any
j-ssues regarding the desirability of ttre
various form types. Howeverr dn
understanding of the circumstances
leading to the various environmental
arrangements is necessary to know how to
change the environment to improve
conditions and also to evaluate the
ramifications of proposed controls on
the form of the environment.
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A TECHNIQUE TO IDENTIFY AND DESCRIBE THE
FORM OF A NEW ZEALA\ID URBAN ENVIRONI\,TENT

IntroducLion

Ttris study is concerned with the form of
the New Zealand urban environment. Ttre
word 'form' has many meanings including
shape, arrangement, spect_es,
characteristics, and behaviour, Here it
is ttrose physically measurable aspects
of spacial form which are of interest,
i.e. the p}lysica)- properties of the
environmental
consideration.

elements under

The urban environment is ttre ordered and
manipulated environment of built
elements in close proximity for the
co-habitation of man. It includes,
tlrerefore, city and suburban areas but
does not encompass rural towns or rural
areas.

Catanese and Steiss (fgZO, p L44)
identify two levels of environmental
form.

'The first is the human scale of
perceptual form. This is the type of
form that is most often associated with
parts of the urban area, rather ttran its
entirety. The other type of
environmental form is precisely that of
the urban area in its entirety - namely,
aggregate form. This is the type of
environmental form that cannot be
perceived visually for it covers many
aspects of the urban area.'
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It is the former of these two
environments which is of concern trere.

However, before the reasons for the form
of this type of environment can be
established it is necessary to be able
to describe what is perceived.

The form of the environment at the
macro-scale can be described without
difficulty by citing the configuration
of the urban
boundaries, the

area, defining its
patterns of

communication networks, and identifying
the distribution patterns of the
activity areas, of districts, and
significant features. Description of ttre
form of the micro-environment does not
come so easily because of the tendency
to select and recognise the gross
elements of an environment and to reduce
them to ttre simplest image. When there
is familiarity with an environment,
providing it is static, the tendency is
not to observe the elements in detail,
but just to take in the impressions of
the surroundings. The understanding of
the physical form is of a casual nature
and generally not of concern unless
there is a change in some way or the
environment is alien to ttre observer.

Ttre lack of consensus as to what
constitutes the form of ttre urban
environment is partly because the
understanding of the environment is
coloured by personal interpretation of
it and partly because there is no agreed
Ianguage of environmental and formal
terms which can simply and accurately
describe its physical composition.

The perceived environment is unique to
each individual. Because of the
multitudinous and varied nature of the
individuals experience of the urban
environment, the recognition of elements
and the interpretation of the symbols
observed may differ for different people
and may even differ for the individual
observer at different times, Although
there j,s some cultural agreement as to
the symbolic nature of some building
elements, research has shown there is no
universal consensus (Preziosi, 1979).

Ttrere is, however, more accord in the
perception of the physical nature of
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objects. Gestalt theory has shown that
human beings with the same anatomical
capacity to experience will describe
object form in terms of Euclidean
geometry, symmetry, proportion,
location, mass, and surface treatment.
AII are physically measurable properties
of the object in question (Hochberg
1964). It is perhaps significant that
the Gestaltists have tended to deal
exclusively with the physics and
physiology of single object perception,
usually in artificial situations, and
have not given attention to muttiple
object environments. By extrapolation it
is possible to measure and hence
describe the physical aspects of a
multiple object environment such as the
urban setting. However what is lacking
is a descriptive methodology. The
emphasis of the discussion here will be
placed on the physically measurable
phenomena of the environment rather than
the symbolic ones.

The environment that is to be described
will be defined as the streetscape. It
is chosen because it is the urban realm
most accessible and hence most
frequently encountered by people. Ttre
streetscape comprises the public arena
of the street (or any other pubtic
thoroughfare), flanked by private
property on which exist various
elements, built and natural. The street
itself is of formal interest but
generally it is ttre form of ttre elements
and the spatial events on each lot which
give the basis for the observers image
of the environment. It is this, the lot
by lot form, that is to be described.

The Theoretical Basis for Formal
Description

When analysed such a streetscape has
many formal events happening within it.
("Formal" is used here as ttre adjectival
construction of "form". ) For example,
the buildings and other elements have
various scalesr proportions t ot strapes.
One could consider the style of the
elements, thej-r layout, their
relationship to the street and to each
otheri or the texture of the elements,
their colour, sculpturedness, materials,
and the like. There is ttre exposure the
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create, their
openness, or their isolation. Then there
is also the consistency of the elements,
that is how alike or dissimilar they
might be generally, or with respect to
specific factors. Prak (fgeg) identifies
three categories of the formal
classification, namely form, structure,
and the third more minor category,
surface treatment. He relates these to
buildings or parts of buildings. These
concepts can be used to describe ttre
morptrology of the ob jects generally.
Form, or configuration, relates to the
individual element or to its locational
relationship. Structure may refer either
to the internal composition of the
individual element or, at a different
Ievel, to the arrangement of a group of
like elements. Surface treatment relates
more particularly to a characteristic of
the individual element and involves a
step down in scale to examine a detail
of that element, whereas configuration
and structure are properties of the
elements as a whole.

The environment is being examined at
various levels. Prak, however, does not
include a furttrer level, wtrich is
evident in the environmental context,
namely that of patterning. This refers
to structures upon structures or the
repetition of structures (or lack
thereof ) ,

To develop and discuss a descriptive
technique for each of the aspects in the
range of formal consideration outlined
above would be very involved. Thus, for
the purposes of this study only three
aspects of form trave been extracted for
closer attention. Eactr relates to a
different level of consideration with
respect to the streetscape. These are
elemental configuration, the separation
of elements, and the consistency in the
patterns of elemental shape and site
arrangement. These aspects are referred
to as the formal parameters under study.
In the following sectl-ons a formal basis
of each is discussed and a method of
description is thereby established.
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The Configuration of the Environment.any arshape; shape that could take anyconfiguration from an infinite variet!of possible forms. The shapes range fromthose that are free flowing andunstructured, such as the pattern ofland masses, to ttrose that aie uniform,angular, and symmetrical. In theirsimplest and purest form these result inthe cube. These two extremes have beentermed free-form and pure angularrespectively. Within this range i.hereare included examples of objects whichhave both free flowing and angularelements as well as objects which haveelements comprising more than one pure
angular form (i.e. angular forms wtrictrdiffer in angularity and proportion). Ascale from one extreme to the other canbe devised. The principally different
shapes arei
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those that are free-form in nature,

a mixture
elements,

of free-form

those that are made up
angular elements that
regular,

angular

of many different
are not strictly

those that are made up of more than
angular element

and finally those that are composed of a
singler pur€, angular form. These can
then be taken as the categories of form
in the configuration parameter against
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which the streetscape elements can be
compared.

It is necessary here to define what is
being measured in the streetscdp€, where
there are numerous objects which could
be assessed in terms of thesecategories. Since it is the lot by lotview of the environment to whichattention is directed, it is theconfiguration of the l_ot observed, in
three dimensions, which is the subject
of interest. Within the lot there can bemore than one object, more than oneformal event. However the observer is
seldom aware of the totat happenings ina single instant, fer, as . the
Gestaltists point out from their
experiments using the vases/faces
profile illustrationse w€ are only able
to assess one shape at a time (Hochberg,
1964') . It is usually the principit
element on the site which is considered.
first and foremost, then the secondary
elements, before a general understanding
of the form l-s reached. For this reason
the same approach is taken in assessing
the streetscape configuration. Theprincipal element (which j_s usually abuilding) is assessed in terms of the
form categories and then this is refined
to take account of ttre secondaryelements, such as planting or yara
arrangements. This may or may not lead
to a rnodification of the initiat
decision. The spaces about the principal
element are also taken into account asthese l.ave formal entity also. Ttreproblem that arises from sucl. an
assessment is where to draw theboundaries of the spaces involved if it
is taken that perceptual space ispsychologically finite. The property
boundary can be taken as one edge. Wherevoids penetrate around objects,particularly irregular ones, theposition of the boundary of the space
may be determined by consideration of
where the particular psyctrologi_cal space
starts to exist. The assessment of theshape of the space, then, is made with
respect to the observer's tacit
understanding of the space which is
being considered.

Source !
Hochberg (1964) p56

vAsE/FAcE pRoFrLE

FTGURE 2.01



Examples of the five
configuration evident in
are:

L4

categories of
the streetscape

Free-form,

Free-form-angular,

MuIti-pure angular,

'- =--3n:-_3gl;;.*j
Pure angular.
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Patterns of Separation
nsideration, i.€.

the structure of the environment, is ttre
relationship of the elements to each
other. As discussed above it is the
primary elements on ttre site to which
the observer's attention is initially
directed. The relationship between the
principal elements plays a considerable
part in the observer'g view of the
streetscape.

The ability to see structure in a set of
environmental elements is due to the
articulation of their visual grouping.
In the I920s Max Wertheimer, ( in

his perceptionHochberg, L964), in
studies, found that the factors which
influence the grouping arrangements are
five fold. Adjacency of location is the
first of these and happens because
objects are at once seen collectively.
objects of a like size are usually drawn
together in a visual percept as are
objects of similar shape. Likewise,
conformity in orientation gives
relatedness to the objects. Finally
objects are connected if they are of
similar colour or brightness even if
they are not located together. A1l these
factors can be demonstrated in the
streetscape. However since our view of
the urban environment is to be taken
from the public arena we are inclined to
measure Iocation not so much by
grouping, whictr would be rneasuring
occurrence, but by separation in linear
terms. Therefore, the attention of this
study strall be confined to the relative
proximity of the elements along the
street.
By taking a similar approach to that
adopted to describe elemental
conf iguration it is noted that t!./o
objects can either be juxtaposed or
separated from each other to the point
where they are so far apart that they do
not have any relatedness. At such a
point they may be considered distant. In
between there are, againr do infinite
range of possible separation distances.
The subjective appreciation of
separation is based to a large extent on
the relative scale of the two objects
which are being observed and, more
particularly, on the ratio of the
respective lengths of the faces being

C
C

Adjacency

.q% ".
S irni larity

o [--.,
oop

Confornity

? 3.=".
Brightness

RELATEDNESS

FIGURE 2.02
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obeerued to the gap lietween then. This
relationship \da6 confirmed by testing
perceived separation (see llpBerndix Jl).
The aEses,snient. of the sepa,ration may
also be categpri"sed into a five poitlt,
scale,i adjacent, near, pr:oxifltate, apart,
and di'stant. I'or the purposes of, this
analysi.e, tlrese are defined as
illustrat6d where x and Y are the
resBective apparent lengths of the
vlewed face€ of eactr object under
considerat,ion.
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Adjacent: corresponds to no
Separation = x*y

oo

apparent separation.

I"?t: corresponds to the range of being just separate .tobeing separated by a distance about equit-to threi-quartersthe sum of their respective lengths
x+v < separation _< 0.25 (x+y)

CD

Proximate: corresponds to the separation in the range fromthree-quarters the sum of their iespective tengdhs f.o aboutone and a half times the sum of theii respective lengths.
0. 75 ( x+y1 < separation -<I. 5 (x+y1

T
Aparts corresponds to the separation from one and a harftimes the sum of their respect!-ve rengths to about two and ahalf times the sum of theii respective lengths.1.5(x+y) < separation -< 2.5(x+yl

tr T
Distant! corresponds to the separation greater than two anda half times the sum of their respective lengths.2.5(x+y) < separation
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In observing the streetscape with
respect to this aspect it is the
observed principal elements on each site
which are assessed as to their
separation from the observed principal
elements on the adjoining site. The
following are examples of the various
separations:
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Adjacent,

Near,

Proximate,

Ig- .;--i-,re . *- *,,-.-#
Distant.
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Consistencv on Patterninq
At the thiffi 'environmental
consicle-ration ttrere is the patLern of
the elernents as they oceur over the
obse,rv€d. euvironuent. ghi-S ie tle,
coll.ecti.ve effeet, of more than two
elements on the understanding of r*hat is
observed. The patte:cns could be of
various aspects such as the consistency
in style, naterLals, scale, height,
elrapesr or Iocat:ironal factors.
Regardl.ess of tlre aspeet coneiderecl the
nea.surenent, is of the degree of,
simiLarity in the varioua eLernents.
Again a scale ranking the degree of,
simitrarLtlr' can be devieed ae the basis
of co:nparLsonr startinE with:
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Same (i.e. totally consistent),

Similar,

Mainly similar,

Mainly different,

Different (i.e. totally inconsistent).
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Ttre consideration of any group of
elements with respect to this factor
would be the measurement of their
homogeneity. What is being assessed is
the degree of obtrusiveness of the
i-ndividual elements within the group.
Where there are no obtnusive elements
sameness prevails. At the other extreme
when each element is completely
differe.nt all call for attention to be
drawn t'o ttrem and hence dissimilarity
prevails.

Configuration and location of the
elements within each site can be
described in these terms for the
collective streetscape scene. Up to,
satr five properties are assessed as to
the similarity of the general shapes of
their elements and with respect to the
Iocation of these elements within the
site. It is possible to take these two
aspects together as the Iatter strongly
influences the shapes of spaces within
t'he site boundaries which are in
themselves elements of the property to
be taken into account.



Possible examples within the
of each of the consistency
as follows!

23

streetscape
factors are

^,*dI*rctgit .-,""
Same,

SimiIar,

Mainly similar,

r.lainly
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Methodology of the Descriptive
Technique,

The descriptive procedure discussed
above involves three stages. The first
is the identification of the formal
aspect to be considered. This is then
analysed to establish the factors
peculiar to it and to extract the range
of possible modes it might manifest.
These are then converted into measurable
entities by creating categories of form
on a five point scale against which that
aspect of the environment can be
assessed. For aspects not discussed a
greater or lesser point scale might be
appropriate. The scale thus becomes a
measuring tool. By comparing the
observed phenomena to the scale an
assessment of the relative form can be
made.

The Application of the Descriptive
Technique

The practical application of this method
of describing the morphology of the
environment is now examined.

Symbolic Representation
The aspects of urban form described
above can be translated into a coded
system to be used in mapped form to
describe any urban area. Various mapping
techniques were investigated. A system
of symbols which represent the
appropriate degree for each parameter
v/as decided upon. A series of type face
symbols were chosen as they \tere easy to
reproduce and since their application in
this manner was unique they would be
Iess likely to be confused with other
types of representation. The symbols
selected were chosen because they best
represent t'tre factor that they describe.
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These are for each pararneter as follows:
Configuration

a. Free-forn
b. Free-form-angular
c. Mixed Angular
d. Multi-pure Angular
e. Pure Angular

Separation
a. Adjacent
b. Near
c. Proximate
d. Apart
e. Distant

Consistency
a. Same
b. Similar
c. Mainly sirnilar
d. Mainly different
e. Different

ooooooo
DDDDDDD
NilTiINNtll.I
AAT\AAAA
nnnnnnn

(Innmennn6lp

ooooooo
oooo
o.o.o.o
o-o-o-o

xxxxxxx
+++-1-+++*******
kkkkkkk
zzzzzzz

To apply the descriptive rnethod one
would then assess the streetscape lot in
terms of the parameters discussed and
transfer this infornation to the street
boundary in symbols.

echnique to an
Urban Area
Wi-ffi-SE- above mapping toots
established, the descriptive technique
rnay be applied to an urban area so that
an assessment of its formal
characteristics can be made.

The Borough of One Tree ilill was
sel-ected as a suitable area to be
described. It has a number of qualities
rvtrich make it an interesting area for
this study. It is a finite area of
manageable size,
administration. It

under one
includes a

representative cross-section of NewZealand's urban developnent, both in
time and land use activity, though itIacks a concentrated retail area*.

Initially the northern area of the
Borough was surveyed by walking around
the streets and assessing the
arrangements of the ptrysical elements in
the pro.oerties ad joining the street.
Cadestral maps of the area were used torecord tlre symboLs fron each form

iote, tne Borough's
history and physical
characi,eristics are
descr iberl in Chat)r-clr I I I -
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parameter. A mapped picture of the
area's form was thus achieved.

It became apparent that what was being
assessed subjectively as related
elemenLs or individual holdings did not
necessarily correspond to the cadastral
information. Specific examples of this
are where there is one large site
divided into different formal events,
which appear individual in nature, as in
the grounds of Diocesan School for
Girls,

or where one building might comprise a
number of individual holdings as
sub-lots on one propertyr ds in the case
of this multi-unit dwelling.

The "property" considered does not
necessarily indicate a single legaI
holding but is a sub ject. j-ve
understanding of individual occupancy.
On the whole, however, the normal legal
site corresponds to this situation.
This method of. survey was time
consuming. It involved considerable
travelling and backtracking. To overcome
this disadvantage aerial ptrotographs
were used as the survey medium. Not only
did they have the advantage of reducing
the time and travelling involved in the
survey but they .also allowed aII
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measurement to be as at a singte date.
The aerial photographs used vrere the
most recent available, having been flownfor the Borough on 2 April l98l.
To record the forms under consideration
from the aerial photographs a method
similar to the walking survey was
adopted. Each property was appraised
with respect to the formal paiameters
and the appropriate symbol recorded on
the cadestral maps of the area. Theinformation had to be interpreted fromthe aerial photographs assuming the
perspective of ttre street view. A degree
of translation was, therefore, required.

>-i
FORM ASSESSI4ENT FROM AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS

FIGURE 2.O3

low fence
yard and
building

bui \din<y
to hedge

lllrt'lt'i t{
ooooo

high hedges
hedge to hedge

building
building to tree
trees principa]-
tree to building
building and lrees

nnnnn
ooooo

iilNltNN
ooo
ooooo
ooo00
DDDDD

inly sirrilar .|.+++
zzzzzDifierent

A series of judgemental steps weretaken. The first was to assess from the
photographs the presence of any physical
elements (planting, fences and the like)
at the street boundary. The next step
was to assess the shape of the frontyard and the geometry of the principal
element wtrich was usually a Uuilaing.
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separaLion between
principal elements on adjoining lots was
then assessed. The separation factor for
the left hand side of the property under
consideration was recorded. This was
done to take into account the situation
where a building was located close to
one boundary but not the other, to avoid
achieving two different separation
readings for that property.

The third assessment was of the
consistency parameter. This was done by
comparing the formal alikeness of the
property under consideration with two
properties either side of it.
The interpret'ation of the configuration,
and to a lesser extent, consistency
parameters from the aerial photographs
relied on an understanding of the
geometry of the elements observed. This
could be determined from the pattern of
shadows in the photographs. The quality
of the photographs was quite critical in
this situation. It was particularly
noticeable that where reflective roof
surfaces existed t ot where the building
orientation was such that there was a
uniform intensity of light across the
roof for that time of day, ttre apparent
shape of the building was less
distinguishable. This situation occurred
infrequently and any inaccuracies in thej-nterpretation of forms would not
greatly affect the overall picture of
formal patterns.

Using the aerial photographs simplified
the assessment of the separation factor.
The measurement of the distance between
the elements could be established more
accurately. The one disadvantage of the
photograptrs is that the land contour is
not apparent; the topography is
perceived as being more or less flat. It
is possible that the separation of the
elements observed from the street may
have been different from that assumed
fron the aerial photographs,
particularly if steep banks separated
the lots or the properties sloped
steeply frorn the street. From the street
the normal visual field might be one of
openness or closure because the
properties' elements are not in sight.

The uni.fornr intensity
of light on tlris roof
conceals the slope.

PHOTOGRAPII QUALITY

FIcuuu 2.04

perceived
4 openness
1-

TOPOGRqPIIY EF'!'ECT

FIGUITL 2 .05
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The assessment of the consistency
parameter was also simptified by the use
of the aerial photographs. The detail
aspects of the principal elements which
pertain to the style, the use of various
materials, and colour were not obvious
from the aerial photographs. They were
not taken account of in the subjective
assessment, allowing the appraisal of
the formal aspect to be timited to
matters of scaIe, orientation, geometry,
and location on the site.

A comparison of results from the 'on
foot' survey with those from the aerial
photograptrs showed a favourable
agreement between the two methods. Minor
discrepancies in the interpretation of
the geometry, mainly due to the quality
of the photography, occurred. Variation
in the separation parameter occurred in
instances where the apparent separation
was at the limits of t'wo separation
categories. Differences in the
recordings of the two methods for the
consistency factor were few. They
occurred in the kkkkk category and were
probably due to the influence of style
on the 'on foot' assessment which did
not occur in the asdessments from the
aerial photographs. Knowledge of the
sort of formal attributes ttre area had,
such as the type of buildings, their
dg€, and general site location, gained
from site inspection before the survey
aided the accurate interpretation of the
aerial photographs.

AIt the data from ttre survey of the
whole borough area was transferred on to
the maps. Ttre symbols denoting each
formal category were placed at the
street boundary in continuous strips,
from self-adhesive symbol sheets. This
gave a measure of the amount of eactr
form caLegory that hras observed
adjoining the street boundaries. Each of
the three formal parameters was mapped
independently. In the interests of
clarity the cadestral information was
not inluded on these maps, wlrich are
included in Appendix B.
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ill
A\IALYSIS OF THE URBAN FORM

Distributj-on of Formal Categories

t"" -*@ribe One TreeHilf Borough in terms of the physical
form of elements observed frorn thestreet. The distribution of the varioussymbols, which represent the types offormal arrangements ttrat exist, tan be
examined for prevalence and patterns.
Prevalence
EffieafrFing the length of streetfrontage along which each symbot occursit is possible t'o evaluate the relativeproportion of each category of formoccurring in the Borough. The overalldistribution of each is shown in Figure
3.O1 p 32.

Because the symbols are mappedc_ontinuously along the public Uounalry
for properties with particul_ar formtypes this graph represents the relativeproportion of the streetscape observed
to fall into each form category ratherthan the number of properties assessedas occurring with the various form
types.
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PREVAIENCE OF FORM CATEGORIES FOR ONE TREE HILL BOROUGH

FIGURE 3.OI

The graph is divided into the Lhree
formal parameters under consideration;
configuration, separation, and
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consistency. Each of these sections
represents the total amount measured in
that aspect. Each bar r€presents the
relative proportion of the total
occupied by that category.

For configuration the graph shows that
NNNNN forms are the most conrmon followed
by OIIflOO .

The most frequently occurring
separations are tl.osg represented by
ooooo followed by, o o o.

Of ttre consistency parameter +++++,*****, and kkkkk occur at about an equal
rate.
The symbols representing ttre identified

Configuration
Free-form Ooooo
Free-form-aDguIar DDDDD
Mixed Angular' NNNNN
Multi-pure Angular lV\lVI^
Pure Angular ,Ononn

SeDE,ration
AdJacent
Near
ProxiJnate
Apart
DiBtant

@@
ooooo
ooo
o.o.o
O-O-O

Consist€ncvgame xrxxx
Slmllar #+++
MainIY Slnilar t**tt
Mainly Different kkkkk
Different zzzzz
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form categories for each of the threeformal parameters are used here and inthe balance of this text in 1ieu of ttre
names given to them in Chapter II. Theserepresent what they are describing morereadily than the words. They are uniqueto their visual counterparts and are notsubject to other connotations that the
words might have for the reader.

The form maps of the whole Borough (see
Appendix B) show a considerable
variation in the predominance of thevarious categories of forrn in tlrevarious areas. Figure 3. 02 shows therelative prevalence of the fifteen formcategories in five separate areas.

Areas

PREVALENCE OF FORM CATEGORIES It\I

FIGURE 3.O2
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FIVE BOROUGH AREAS

These areas are shown on
the form maps (Appendix
they cover the following

the key map to
B). Generally

areasi:
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Manukau Road/Greenlane Road
area.
the south corner of Cornwall
Park/one Tree t{iII Domain
and Carnpbell Road area.
Rockfielcl Road/creat South
Road area.
lrlalls Road to Mt Smart Road
and west boundarY of Borough.
Rarotonga (Mt smart) to
Great South Road area.

4C

The area covered bY MaP 2C has a high
occurrence of ooooo, o o o, and +++++,
overshadowing aII other form categories
in eactr parameter. By contrast the areas
covered by Maps 4E and 4D both show a
high incidence of nnnnn at the exPense
of the other configuration categories
thougtr they vary in ttre prevalence of
form categories in the separation and
consistency parameters. Both Maps lB and
3D have similar proportions of NNNNN,
ooooo, and o o o forms but are decidedly
different in the relative distribution
of the consistency parameter categories.

Patterns of Distribution
iation in form

prevalences a number of distinct
patterns of form distribution across the
Borougtr are evident. The patterns differ
for each of the three form parameters.

For configuration the most obvious of
these is the predomj-nance of NNNNN north
of Rockfield Road with nnnnn being
predominant south of this ttroroughfare.
North of Rockfield Road nnnnn form' is
found mainly along ttre principal roads,
as is some Gt{r?qrD. ooooo features in the
vicinity of ttre One Tree HiII Domain and
Cornwall Park, and south of Rockfield
Road. It is seldom found in isolation,
whereas DDDDD is found in small pockets
with very little occurring south of
Rockfield Road.

Rockfield Road also divides the areas
where the various separation form
categories lr.ave dif f erent degrees of
relative prevalence. ooooo is more
prevalent to the north, o-o-o is more
prevalent to the south. m is least
prevalent to the norttr but has a high
incidence south of Rockfield Road. !{here
it does occur to the north it is usually

4D

5D
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at street corner's and ad joining the
principal roads,

The distribution features
consistency parameter are

of the
not as

which have
configuration,

distinct. However, kkkkk appears more
frequently north of Market Road and+++++ is more cotnmon north of Rockfield
Road than elsewhere. Both kkkkk and
zzzzz are found regularJ_y on Great South
Road and Manukau Road.

The variation in formal categories
across the Borougtr suggests that ttrere
are different factors
influenced the
separation, and consistency of elements
on individual sites.
A review of the Borough,s physical
characteristics and other background
material relating to the district may
uncover some factors to account for the
various differences in distribution and.patterns that have been identified. A
traditional profile of the Borough may
suggest possible explanations for why
the various forms exist where they do.

Description of the Borough

Location
E6Tor-ougfr of One Tree Hill, located
central to south-east on the Auckland
isttrmus, is the area generally bound by
Great South Road to the east and Manukau
Road to the west. To the south ttre
boundary follows Campbell Road, thengoes parallel to Rawtriti Road to Oranga
Avenue, Rockfield Road, and the Manukau
Harbour. (see Figure 3.04). It has a
total area of 983 ha. Its geographical
position on the Auckland isthmus tras
meant the area has developed
progressivly from north to south over
the course of time. It has a cross
section of development types found inthe Auckland area.

Administration
@s part of the Epsom ward
of the Borougtr of Auckland in early
European times. It became a Highway
District in L872 and at that time took
in part of wtrat is now Onehunga Borough.
In f879 the area was declared a Roads
Board and conti-nued as such until 1930.

LOCATION OF THE BOROUGH

FIGURE 3.03
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However administrative limitations of
the Roads Board Act, coupled with
increasing urbanization of the area,
found the Roads Board progressively
adopting ttre functions of a borough.
Eventually the district became
incorporated as a Borough in 1930.*

Ttre Borough Council is responsible for
the administration of matters relating
to public works in the district and for
the general management of the area under
its juristiction. In addition to
providing and .maintaining essential
services like roading, water supply, and
drainage it is obligated to oversee
private development. In this capacity it
authorises and administers the Borough's
by-Iaws and district planning scheme.
These documents outline limitations on
development in the interests of public
safety, health, convenience, the
economic and general welfare
inhabitants, and the amenities

Development History
Since the European

the
the

settlement of

t
Sourcea a

Bloomfield (I973)
Mll.nc (1964).

Deeds 52 BIue is the
name of the plan which
was lodged with the
Registrar of Lands in
1859. It Ehowed the
subdivision ioto
suburban Iots of the
land in the vicinity
of Te Kopuke (Mt St
ilohn). See Fig.4.02,

of
of

area.

The introducti-on of these documents as
part of the Borough's administration
policy has been relatively recent in the
history of the area. By-laws were first
introduced in L926 under the Roads
Board. Town Planning was introduced in
1941. Urban development of the Borougtr
commenced before these regulations.

As the by-Iaws and town planning
regulations have in ttreir provisions
specific reguirements to control
development, they have the potential to
be an influencing factor on the form
that development takes. An examination
of the relationship between the forms of
development and these documents would
identify the extent of this influence.

Auckland the development of the district
has proceeded steadily. Initially the
lands were Crown granted, in holdings of
various sizes, to a number of
freeholders. Until about 1900 most of
ttre land was farmed. Although suburban
subdivision existed in the northern
corner of the district as early as 1859,
when Deeds 52 Blue* was lodged, it was
not until the turn of the century that
suburban development began in the
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Borough. Ttre change was precipitated by
a number of events. In 1900 the I'lanukau
W.ater Board provided water to the
district. A tramway v/as built along
Manukau Road, and urban development
became established adjacent to this
route, . starting in the north and
proceeding towards Onehunga. The
installation of a furttrer line along the
Great Souttr Road hastened development of
the areas adjoining it. Py the l-930s
most of the private land north of
Campbell Road was developed as were some
pockets in the south of the Borough
around Station Road.

The area between Campbell Road and
Rockfield Road remained farmland until
the I930s, although much of it had been
bought by the Crown for state housing as
early as 1906. It was not until the
Labour Government of 1935 put its
housing policies into practice that
development went atread. By L94O most of
the land trad beenr or was being, built
upon. This state housing area was the
last of the concentrated residential
developments in the Borough. Since then
new resiilential development tras been
infill in nature or redevelopments of
previously developed sites.

By 1940 the scattered residential
development south of Rockfield Road was
interspersed with isolated industrial
activity. Ttrere was a period in the
early I95Os when residential development
proceeded in this area but industrial
zoning in the town planning scheme and
the presence of the Southdown Freezing
Works, the railway workshops, and the
quarrying of Rarotonga (t'lt Smart) made
the area less desirable as a residential
neighbourtrood. * Over the following 30
years the character of the area became
predominantly industrial. Not all the
residential buildings have been
demolistred. Some have remained, being
converted to offices, factoriesr of
warehouses.

Urbanization of an area is accompanied
by the progressive break up of land
holdings into smaller lotsr o€w.streets,
and reserve lands. The pattern of
subdivision may contribute to the formal
arrangement of development.

*
Personal Conununication
srith A.J. Taylor,
former Town Planning
Officer, One Tree Hill
Borough.
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Artrangemen.ts at dif ferent periods Ln
history reflect ttre styles and
standards, of the tl,me. fhe date at wtrich
a developnrent was estalblished nat/
eorrelate with a Bar-ti.cular forqnl,
pattern 

"

Developluente can chaage with tine f,s,
addit.lons r alterations, anil other
ruodifLeationg are rnade. Referenc€ to
buiX.ding permits as ,a means of
identXfying wh,eire and W.hat eltranges have
occrj!f,r'eA nlght, identiflr a relationship
betrf€en ttrese changes andl the varioug
f,orn categori:es.

The Lfure faetbr also eontributea to
chan'ges that oceur in are,aE by way of
infill and redev'e!.oprnent. In parte, of
the Borougli both infirl a,nd
redeveloprnent have oceurred. CorrSrari.gon
of, the f,orrns of the.se with other areas
where ttrey have, hot occurned may
i<lentlflt rr!,rether t-hiE phenounnotr has
spectfic formal eharaeteristi,cc.
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Physical Character
The development of the Borough may be
generally described as predominantly
residential in nature to tire north lvith
the industrial acti-vities to the south.

Dominating the Borougtr is the volcanic
cone of tlaungakeikei (one Tree HitI )
with the obelisk and lone pine tree. The
mountain is the principal feature of the
One Tree HiIl Domain and Cornwall Park
area which together comprise some 2OO
ha. of parkland in pasture and mature
trees.
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lFhe lower slopes surrounding the reserve
land are the-Borough's residential areas
of Mt St .Iohn (which is adjacent to

Te Kopuke (Mt st John) ), Greenlane,
Greenwoods Corner, Royal Oak, and
Oranga. The residential character is
generally suburban, mainly in single

dwelling units, though some Low density
multi-unit accommodation does exist in
the Greenwoods Corner and Greenlane
areas.

South of Campbell Road to Rockfield
Road, state housing prevails.
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A substantial area south of Rockfield
Road is prbdominantly industrial in
nature. Light industrial activities have

been established
of this area with

in the northern sector
heavier industries

further south.
undeveloped.

Much of area is

Some light industriall land uses are also
present in ttre.northern corner of the
Borough though these are gradually being
replaced by commercial offices.
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Commercial activity occurs primarilyalong Great South Road and Manukau Road
where the main retail activities are car
sales

and local shopping. There is noconcentrated retail shopping area.

The Borough area also includes a numberof other facilities and institutions.

Among the recreational
provided are Cornwall park
Tree HilI Domain,

facilities
and the One
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the Mt Smart
stadium in the

Domain, developed
quarried remains of

asa

Rarotonga (Mt Smart),

the Alexandra Park Trotting Club
grounds, and the AuckLand Show Grounds.



As well as the
second,ary sdhools,
private schools;
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state primary and
the Borough has rrl'ri'c€

Dl-ocesan School for Girls,

Dilworth Boys School.

I

and St Cuthberts Girls College.



Olher significant land
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uses are

the Greenlane and
Hospitals complex,

Logan Park Hotel,

the Knox Old PeopLe's home

National Women's
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Epsom Lodge
Dilworth Boys School
Diocesan school for Girls

Knox Home
St Cuthberts Girls College

Alexandra Park
Auckland Show Grounds

Greenlane Hospital
National Women' s Hospital

Cornwall park and
One Tree HiIf Domain
Logan Park Hotel
Mt Smart Stadium\

BOROUGH OF ONE TREE HILL

Borough Boundary 
---o too 2oo 3OO doo

scale | J . l-

LOCATION OF FACILITIES AND

FIGURE 3.05

l-
\
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INSTITUTIONS
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and the Epsom lodge run by the Salvation
Army for destitute and other needy
males.

The nature of the Iand use activity may
dictate the forms ttrat certain
developments have. Related to land use
are such factors as property value, the
desirability of real estater a'rd
amenities. Ttrese factors may also have
corresponding form characteristics.

Demographic Character
The degree of development of the
is reflected in the growth
population, from 975 in 1896 to
the I9BI census.

Borough
of ttre

11078 at

POPULATION GROWTH

TABLE 3 . I

The age group distribution for the
Borougtr at the 1981 census was fairly
even. I{owever, the 1981 census figures
for age and sex show that there is a
disproportionate number of older female
residents here (see Figure 3.06 p 49).
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COMPARTSON OT' OCCUPATION OF WORKING
OVER FIFTE.EN YEARS BETWEEN ONE TREE
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FIGURE 3.O7

Figure 3.07 shows that th€ tsorough has a
mixture of occrrpations among lts working
popuJ-ation with a higher proportion of-
professi.onal and teeihnieaL peopl-e than
nati-onally, but a lower proportion 'of'transport and production workers'
equiprnent o5)etrator:s'' Iabourerg, and
workers involvcd in agrictrl-ture, ar-ri.ma!-
trusbandryr f istring, trunting, alld
Eonestry- This population bias is a
re lec,tii.otl i.n soclo-economii-c terms of
the desirability of the Botou.gh as' a
res ident, ial neigtrbourtrood,
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COMPARISON OF TENURE OF PERMANENT PRIVATE
DWELLINGS BETWEEN ONE TREE HILL BOROUGH

AND NATION, I98I CENSUS

FIGURE 3.OB

A higher proportion of the residentialproperty owners who live in their own
houses in One Tree Hill own the property
without mortgage encumbrances than
nationally. On the other hand there is ahigher percentage who occupy rented
accomrnodation than nationally (see
Figure 3.OB).

The pattern of property ownership isanother factor which may have some
bearing on the formal arrangements ofproperties. The type of developing olrnermight be a significant determinant ofthe formal categories as peopte orinstitutions of a similar nature may
have like formal aspirations and needs.

Similarly, there may be links between
owners who have the same commitment to
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their properLies after development,
measured in terms of length of
ownership, and the form categories of
that property.

The same may be true of the type of
property occupation. llhether the land is
leased, rented, or owner-occupied may
have some correspondence to its formal
arrangements.

A further aspect of property ownership
which may have a bearing on the formal
arrangement of a site is the type of
property ovrnership, i.e whether ttre land
is held in unit title or as a single
titte. A comparison of the formal
categorj-es for each of the ownership
possibilities would show if a
relationship existed between them.

Forms and Influence Relationship.

Since the assessment of form pertains to
the principal observed elements on the
sites, the formal
primarily one of

description is
the property

development. Variations in the form of
development have been described by the
form maps.

By investigating the development with
reference to why it occurs in its
different forms it may be possible to
account for ttrese observations.

Numerous factors which might have some
bearing on the form that development
takes can be gleaned from the profile of
the Borough in this ctrapter. These
factors range from administrative
authority and its regulations, to ttre
type of land tenure of the resident
population; from subdivisional history,
to the nature of the land use

It is not possible to inquire into aII
the potential factors of influence on
form. Instead four potential areas of
explanation are suggested for further
study. These are

l. Adminstrative factors.
2. The effect of time.
3. Land use activity.
4. Demographic factors.

Aspects of each of these areas may be
considered as more specific factors
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which relate to why the forms exist. To
f ind out whether these factors clo
influence development's formal
characteristics a detailed exarnination
of the relationship between thern and the
forn categories rnust be und.ertaken.
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IV
}{ETHODS OF INVESTIGATING TH]]
FORIVT . II'IFLUNL{CE RELATIOI{SHI P

General

In the previous chapter it was proposed
that administrative factors, sequencing
of development, the physical character
of the Borougtr, and property ownership
may al-l have a basic influence on the
prevalence and patterns of the form
categories observed in One Tree HilI
Borough. The form maps (Appendix B)
describe the environment in terms of ttre
formal arrangement relating to apparent
property titles. To investigate the
potential influence of these factors it
is necessary to examine the properties
indi-vidually.

The property is the elernent common to
both the form.category (because of the
method of assessment) and to the
influencing factors (because of the
method of application). By matching the
form categories with relaLive data from
the influencing factors an assessment of
the strength of correspondences would be
possible. By doing this it is hoped that
the basic cause of the forrn categories
would be found as observation of forms
and factors at specific locations would
not necessarily identify a relevant
influence. The correspondences would
establish whether forn categories occur
because they are
particular factors.

associated with
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I4,q[,tifyi5rg and De:scribingr Five Squqy
Areas

Suetr an. anally'sis of forro and fa.ctors
over ttre who1e Bo:rou,gh wouLd irlvqlve
tteousand,s of properties, Ag it was not
praetieal to examine e\xery property in
detail, five represent.a€ive areasi were
selected, Ttre choice of thes,e areas Wad
governed. by ttre desire to have a cross
s ction of all tygres of, ,developrilent in
the BorouEh to enabl.e conlparisons of
sinni.Iaritl,es anil dif,felienees between the
areas to b-e rnade. Each area is about the
sa$re siz.e ttrougtl
propertie's irr each

the number of,
rang€s frorn

seventy-si-x to 125 with a Lotai of 462
prbperti,es in the five combined study
aF€,BS:. The areas sele,cted were:

the Northern eor-ne of t-he BO,roggh,

Green$roods Csrner area,

G,:reenl,a.ne North,
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o
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Northern Corner

Greenlane North

Greenwoods Corner

Cadman Subdivision

l{alls Road Area

BOROUGH OF ONE TREE HILL
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the Caclman Subdivisioa , and

the !{aIIs Road area

The location of these is shovrn on Figure
4.O2. They will be referred to by these
nanes which do not necessarilY
correspond to local area names.

The l.iorthern Corner
ffier of the Borough is
that area bounded by t4anukau Road, Great
South iioad, Dilworth School, and
Diocesan School for Girls. It is the
area of oldest develoPment in the
Borough. It was initially subdivided
into suburban lots as Part of the Deeds
52 Blue in 1859. The area did not
clevelop immediately though some land

,\* a
vfrN,

m:r'-
holders did construct
before 1900.

The Junction Hotel rvas
earlier establishments in
Located on the corner of

houses there
*

one of the
the area.

f4anukau and

Subdivision PaLtern
DEEDS 52 BLritr t8 59

FrcuRL 4 . C2

Source:
!.Ihites Aviation

Limited
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Great South Roads it was a prominent
Iandmark for over 100 years, but rvas
demolished in L97 4 to rnake r./av for
commercial offices.

From I9O0 onward the area cieveloped
steadily. About one third of the earlier
buildings have been dernolished for newer
development.

Ttre area is now one of mixed land uses
including light industry, conunercial
offices, residences, and institutions.
Seventy-six properties frorn this area
are included in ttre stud.r.

Greenwoods Corner
The Greenwoods Corner area ls a
predominantly residential area to the
east of Manukau Road. The area adjacent
to' I'tanukau Road was subdivided into
suburban lots i-n L847 and sold to
individual o'wners. These were bought up
by Chadwick, betrseen lB59 and 1865, rvho
then sold them, plus the balance of the
original Crown Grant land extendinq back
towards the One Tree Hitl Dr:rtrain
boundary, to Mears. l{ears farned the
land for a number of years resubdi'riding
part in 1883. After his death his sons
continued to farm the 'I > nrl

progressively releasing lots fron the
l883 subdivision (np 23f ) and further
subdivisions in 1903 (np 29l-5 ) and 1907
(O.p 4200) as demand for suburban lors in
the area grew.

By about 1925 most of the land had been
taken up in individual ownership and was

Greenwoods Corner
EARLY SUBDIVISION

P.{TTEIINS

FIGURE 4.03
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-J
developed with private residences. The
area has renained relatively stable.
only eight propert.ies out of the
eighty-four in this study area have had
buildings demolistred. Llost of these have
been redeveloped for multi-unit housing.
As a residential area it would be
considered "up market" real estate.

Greenlane tlorth
ffiimirar age and current
status to Greenwoods Corner is the
Greenlane North area. This area has many
s irni lar character i sti cs though the
residential development is'more rnodest
in nature. The area is generally defined
by Great South Road, Aratonga Avenue,
Korau Road, and Cornivall Park Avenue.
This area is part of a number of
different Crovrn granted lots of land so
it has a diverse subdivisional history.
Again subdivision and developtnent began
in earnest in the 1900s continuing
through to the I93Os.

The area is mostly in private dwellings

AlIot, t4

AIlct.

bI ic
AlLot . 18
4c67- j

creenlane North
CROITN CRAT.ITS I847

FIGURE 4.04
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Source:
t'IhiLes Aviation

Linited

although for many years
Cream factory (above )
South Roacl and Cornrsall
a landmark in the area.
this site has been vacant

Cadman Subdivision
The fourth area, the Caclrnan Subclivision,
is also alnost. enti.rely residentj_al in
nature. fhis area was

developed as a state housing subdivision
in 1940 and is the last residential
development of any nagnitucle in the
Borough. Solne pockets of private
development are includecl in this stucly
area of J-25 properties, These include
ilJendelI Place, reserve Iancl in Xonini
Street which was later released intoprivate ownership,

fho Tin 1ann frr -.y *.je
beLv.reen Great

Park Avenue was
In recent tines
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and the local shops on the corner of
Cadman Avenue and Garland Road. Some of
the properties have been acquired by the
occupiers though the State still
retains an interest in more than a
quarter of them.

!'IaIls Road Area
The tialls Road
surrounding Wall
aII of Botha Road
parts of Bassant
Fairfax Avenue.
the four above in

area is that area
s Road which includes
and Burrett Avenue and
Road, Olj-ve Road, and

This area differs from
that it is now almost

ffi Single unit residential

m Mutti-unir residentiar

f rndustrial

Church

t] vacanr

exclusively industrial in character.
This was not always the case. The
original Crown Grant was subdivided into
large lots in IB99 and sold off to the
various owners. Then some of these were
further subdivided
lDurposes in the

f or residential-
1920s and 30s.

Residential occupation began around this
time.

In the 1940s a number of industrial-
activities were also established in the
area and, although the 1950s saw a surge
in new residential developrrrent, the
industrial activity predominated, taking
over the residential sites. The houses
were either demolished for factory space
or converted to office accomodation

hlalls Road Area
LAND USE I94O

i'rcuR-u 4,05



ancil Iary
activity.
demolition
ninety-one
area.
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to the manufacturing/warehouse
There are records of
of forty-three of the
properties in this study

closer
with
form

These
Figure

The Five Study Areas
as chosen for

study has unique characteristics
respect to Lhe prevalence of the
categories under considerat.ion.
differences are illustrated in
4.06.
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This compares the relative prevalences
of the form categories for aJ-1
properties in each study area and the
Borough as a whole. The VJalls Road area
stands out as being particularly
different to the others in that nnnnn,
agnotrluno, a'nd ***** are nore .orevalent here
than elsewhere. For the other areas
NNNNN and ooooo are the dominant forms
for the conf iguration ancl separati_on

FOR EACH STUDY AREA
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parameters with the consistency category
occurring in various arrangements. Also
of note are the t{ort}rern Corner and the
Cadman Subdivision. Unlike the other
areas, the Northern Corner has two
configuration categories which are lnore
cornmon than other forms. The Cadman
subdivision is retnarkal>Ie for the high
incidence of +++++ 'which occurs there,
being the only area where this is the
dominant consistency parameter.

The five areas collectively do not match
the form distribution of the Borough as
a wtrole. None, for example, have OOOOO
as this is a form which is associated
with areas where no building development
has taken place. Ttre study areas were
selecte,:l because of their clevelopment.
Also the assessrnent of forrn for the
whole Borough is by street frontage atrd
not lot l:y lot. This affects the
relative prevalence slightly. However,
while there are similarities in the five
study areas cornbined and the Borough as
a whole, statistically,
significantly different.

Data Collection Methods

they are

Before commencing arl evaluation of ttre
effect of the factors on the forms it
was necessary to obtain information on
t'he influencing factors relevant to the
properties. For
factors, dll the

the administrative
building by-law

regulations that had been in force in
the Borough and the provisions of the
District Planning schemes, were
exarnined. To f ind out infonnation on the
sequencing of rlevelopment the date of
development was established. This data
was available f::orn valuation records and
permit applications. Land use surveys
provided a comprehensive source of
inforrnation on land use activities at
various tirnes. Ownership inforrnation vras
extracted fr:om the Certificates of Title
for indiviclual properties.

Property File
For each property in the five study
areas a property file was established,
An example of a property file from the
IJalIs Road area is shown in Table 4.I.
The properties were identified by street
address. On each file facts relating to
the property were recordetl. The form
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category for each of the formal
parameters was noted. This was taken
from the forrn maps (Appendix B).

In some cases properties had two fortnal
symbols associated with thern for one
development. This mainly occurrecl at
corners wl'rere 'the assessment frorn one
street had resulted in a different form
frorn the other. To simplify the
recording only one symbol for each was
taken and this was the one for the more
public facing aspect of the development
(i.e. the front). This situation did not
affect many 1:roperties and only affected
the configuration and consistency
parameters of form as the separation
aspect v/as only measured to one of the
adjoining side boundaries an)tway.

There were no examples in these areas
where apparentl-y dif ferent principal
developments existed oll one property and
took on different form categories. If
this had been the case the ProPertY
would have had to be broken up into
sub-units and the development form
accordingly registered.

By-laws and Town Planning Material
The Borough's by-laws ancl town planning
documents frorn the tirne they were first
introduced were also obtained, along
with the Borough's surveys of land use
activities at different times. Current
zoning and Iand use were recorded on the
file.

Date of Development Activity on Sites. ts
valuation records* the date of
construction of the currenL development
was obtained and , if available, any
records of previous developments and
demolitions were also noted. The Borough
only started keeping recor,fs of the age
of buildings in the district in the
193Os so any developmetrt before that had
an assessed date allocated to it. A
block dating system had been adopted for
the purpose of the records. Development
from i:efore 1900 was recorded as 'Very
Old'. Buildings constructed between 1900
and f920 would generally be dated within
plus or rninus two years accuracy and
those between I92O and 1930 about one
year either way. As there was no way to
verify these dates, the date shown on

The valuation records
are used for the
purpose of assessing
the rates. TheY record
the address and tregal
descripLion of the
property, the current
ohrner and occupier,
the date the property
was developed, the
nature of the
developrnent, anY
additions, alterations,
or demolitions, and the
GoverruRent valuation .
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the valuation card was taken as the date
for the purpose of the study.

The Borough's building permit
application records v{'ere investigated
ancl the relevent data on date and type
of addition or alteration was noted ior
each property on the property file.
These records were not complete as any
applJ-cation before 1945 had been
destroyed at the time ilre then Borough
engineer died. Not all alter:ations ana
additions done to buildings are recorcled
in the Borough files. It is estimated
that only about half of all those who
require a permit actually seek one.

Title Information.
A title search was concluctecl for eachproperty giving a hisLory of the
properLy's subdivision and ownerstrip
history. These property searches uver"
done through 'the Lands and Deeds
Departrnent records. This involved
working both forward from the original
Crown Grant of the 1and and back fromthe current Certificate of Title,
recording rnatters such as Lhe legal
description, the owners, theiroccupation (where not-ed ) or marital
status if recorcled, the date the
property was purchased and sold and any
other relevant memorial*I such as joinl
family hornes*2 r transmis.sion*3 by
probate, mortgages, Iiens, andproclamations. Not all this <lata was
used in the final analysis but its
record gave valuable sociil background.
to the people involved in the areas
under study.

In most cases the street addresses could
be matched to a legal description ( Iot
and D.P*4 number ) which in tr.rrn could be
linked with a Certificate of Title
number. This Certificate of 'Iitle was
obtained over the counter in the Lands
and Deeds office. It gave the current
legal ownership situation ancl often
previous owners as weIl. previous titles
relating to that "oiece of land are
generally recordetf at the heatil of t.he
title and may also be obtained over the
counter if they were current at the time
the latest document systern carne into
operation. If not, they could be viewed
in the cancelle<1 Certif icate of Title
volumes and the relevant material was

*l
Memorial: Name given
to any entry on the
Certificate of Title.

*2
Joint Fanil-y Homeg
Memorial registering
equal ounershiP to a
busband and wife.

*3
Transmi.ssion:
Obtaining title to an
interest in land due
to certain Provisions
in the law, e.g. deaLh
of the ot{rrer, bankruPtcY.

i4
DP : DePosited PIan.
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extracted frotn these. Certificates of
Title were traced back to the first
issued ancl f rorn that to the Deeds
reference which was usually (though not
always ) recorclecl on this title. In a
sirnilar manner, title through the Deeds
system could be traced back to the
original Crown Grant of the land. It was
not always possible to follow the
Iineage of a piece of land backwards
completely either because of omissions
in referencing or because sorne recorcls
were lnissing. It was then necessary to
start with the Deeds volumes and work
forwards. To do this it was necessary to
look at the earliest subdivision plans
of an area, obtaining these through
block sheet references. From the

deedssubdivision plans related
references could be gleaned. In solne
cases these had to be used to obtain
Certificate of Title references if Lhese
were not cross referenced with the
street addresses.

Analysis and Assumptions.

Once all the data for each property had
been collected it was collated by
nraLctring the various factors with the
foriual categories. The number of
properties which had a particular factor
correspondirrg to a form category were
recorded for each area and for the five
stucly areas combined. The pattern of
distribution of the form categories in
each factor was of interest in
determining tl.e relationship between the
two.

It was appreciated that any relationship
between the form and the influencing
factor that might be found did not
indicate that a cause effecL
relationship existed. However, it was
assumecl ttrat a <.listinct correspondence
was evidence in favour of such a
relationship existing.

Ifhere appropriate, conf irrnation was
sought using Chi-scluare tests. These are
used to determine whether the observecl
data differs significantly from that
expectecl frorn the overall information. A
result is considered significantly
different if the probability of it
occurring by chance is less than five
percent. The Chi-square test is a
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measure of this chance for a given set
of data. It is assessed mathemaLically
by considering the square of the
difference between the observed result
and the expectetl result, divided by the
expected result.

2
Chi-square ==(o-e)_e _

where o is the observed incirlence of the
element and e is the expected incidence
of that element (i.e. th; amount of that
element that would occur in the sample
if it occurred with the salne incidence
as in the combined sarnple ) .

In testing for statistical significance
the incidence of the form categories
observed for a given factor are comparecl
with the incidence of those categories
across the f ive stucly areas combined. It
is assumed that the <iistribrrtion across
the five areas is not biased, but
standard for the conditions which
created the variation irr fornr
prevalences.

Two types of correspondences exist. The
first type of correspond.ence is when a
form category coincides with a factor
under consideration. The relationship
between land use and forrn is an exarnple
of this type. Chi-square tests were used
to determine whether this concurrence of
form categories with a particular factor
is significantly different to the
overall prevalence. The rnore conclusive
the Chi-square result, the greater ttre
degree of j-nf luence the f actor v/as
considered to have.

The second relationship happens when a
form change is observecl following il-re
occurrence of a factor. The by-Iaws are
an example of this type. Their influence
was examined by evaluating whether there
was any change in the prevalence and
distribution pat.tern of the form
categories after the introduction of the
influencing factor. It is considererl
that d,ifferences in the prevalence of
the fornr categories in one period
compared with anotlrer is an indication
thaL an external factor is exerting an
influence on the form. The properties
wtrere the current developrnent occurred
before the time the inflrrence occurred
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form categories and
cornl:ared with those on which the
development was establishecl after that
clate. Again Chi-square tests \rere
conducted to assess whether there \^ras
any statistically significant tlifference
in the distribution of form prevalence
in the two groups.

If it was significant then the factor
was considered to have had an influence.
Because the form rnapping was for the
state of development as at 2 April l98l
such a comparison was subject to Lhe
assumption that the form of the existi-ng
development establlshed at earlier dates
reflects the form that the development
took on at that date.

To test the validity of this assumption
it is necessary to find out what the
form of development rvould have been like
at an earlier date. It would then be
possible to establish whether it is
significantly different from the form of
the development which still exists frorn
that time, €rs at 2 April 198I.

The Greenwoods Corner Area at L925 was
the area for which this check was
conducted. The area was selected
because, out of the five study areas,
the form prevalence in it most closely
reflects the fornr prevalences in the
Borough as a whole. The area hras
rernapped t.o take into account a number
of factors which woultl have caused
changes to the form since f925. Eight
properties originally developed prior to
L925 have had subsequent demolitions of
this development. These were assumed to
have been established in the style
coromon to residential development of the
time. Frorn the mapping of the Borough it
was observed that such development was
in NNNNN form category. Accordingly they
are included as NNNNN forms. It was
considered unlikely that properties
currently mapped as DDDDD would have
developed such substantial planting to
justify this designation. These were
also rnapped as NNI'INN form properties.
The separation factor was reassessed to
take into account developed properties
being adjacent to undevelol:ed
properties. More properties were,
therefore, designated as o.o.o and o-o-o
at 1925 than in l9BI. This was

Configuration
Free-form OOOOO
Free-forril-angular DDDDD
Mixed Angular lilNNNN
Uul.ti-pure Angular l\ArMA
Pure Angular OOOOO

separation
Ad jacent
Near
Prox imate
Apart
Di stant

Consistency
Same
Similar
!{ainly Similar
llainIy Different
Different

dIIIIIID
ooooo
ooo
o.o.o
o-o-o

xxxxx
+++++

kkkkk
zzzzz

Greenwoods Corner
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corleidered a reagonable assessnrent ofseparation as the area was originally
o.Iren fafrnland. Ttr,e consietelrcy oF
devel.oprnents was al,so re-eyaluateA to
take irrto aceount the ehanges in f,orm of,.Later i.nfill developrnent on thlsparameter, sinc.e, it is an assesernent ofthe alikeneas of the deveJ.oprnent o\zer upto five proB:errtiga,. The a66easnefat,
Lherefore, makes allowance.s for thee€feet of clemolitiotrs
properties o.n forn,
Ont.y tllose pfoperties

and vacant

fori whi,eb
de:velorpment h.ad been established iby XgAs
were csnstdered in this comparieon, asthe Assruurpt:ion being tes,t.ed is used ill
stituations w,trene factors affectinE
aveloBed forno are being asse,sged. Acomparison o,f tlne form of allpropert.ies at 1925 with ttre existi'ng

f,o.rm o properti.e,s would have, tal<,en j"nto.
ascount the undeveloped properties. fhiswould have Err*own substantlal forrn
ehanges betvreen L9ZS and nown but thji,s
compas{son , worrlld have had a bLas
weighting unrepresentative of developed
form.

Eigure 4.07 shows the relative
preva.lence, Of: Enae forrn t'ypes for allproperties: deweJ.oped by 1gA5e is
a6sl€s,s€d alrove r for Grree,nwoodg Corner
and ,tl.e reLati-ve preval_ence of formtypes, f,or those prolrertjr.es vrhieh sLi1l
have, pre 1925 developroent on them.
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CREENWOODS CORNER BY 1925 WITH 198I

FIGURE 4.O7

lhe Eraph showe ttrat ttr.ere is a
eorrel.ation between the two measurings
and this is veri-f,ied by ctri-square tests
for statistical significance. There is
rro s,ignif 5.cant d.ifference in the
incldence of the various form ty'pes for
these two situations.
The ef,f,ect, of, additLons and alterati,onsr
to building$ on the form of ilevelopr'nent
sinc,e con,gtruction was ngt consi.dered to
be a significant f,aetor causing change
Ln form. A cornparison of, the form of atl
ptoperties for whiclr build-ing perrnit
appli'cations for additions and
alterati.ons have been soLrght, and tlr-o:Se
wtrich have no re,cord of buitrcting
application (over all Lhe areas under
studlr') strowed an alrnost equal incid,ence
of, the varioue form types (see Figure
4.0r9 ) ,

1
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Contiguration Scparation Consirtency

EOMP.ARTSON OF FORM FREVALEI{C,E FOR PROPERTIES
I^IITII AND }flITHOUT BUIIJDTNG PERMIT APPI'ICATTONS

ALL STUDY AREAS

qIGIJBE 4.Q81

The assurrlXttion that ttre fo,rrn of exLs't,j.ng
deve'Ioprnent of an edrli€r clate does
reflect form from ttlat date, is shown to
be a reasonabJ.e one. trt is qualif,i.ed i.n
that variatiorl in forrn I,s caused by thre
ef feet of derno,l-itions and oJ the
undevelorped properti,es .
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Intrioduction

It was noted in Chapter ITI thatdiff'erent Land uses oceurred i"n
different areas. Ce,rtain fonm categories
$r.er'e aJ-so noted to oc'cur in tLrese atreas,
An analysl-s of the f,orrn c,ategori,es that.
various land use aetivities hav.e was
con-ilucted to establish the degree of
cofresBondence betr,leen trr-e two.

Land use information is derived from the
survey, condueted by the Borouglr's Tovnr
Pl-anrring Department in July 1990. This
is the rrost current survey relaLive Lo
the date of form mappi.ng. It is
coneidered that etranges in land use i.n
the interim period would be minimal and
not enoug?r to af,feet the relationship.
[iand Uses

The activities ttrat kr€:re identifreel as
exi,st5-ng in ttre study afeers were
extraated. fron the larrd use surv€lr They
w€E€ ibroken down into four main
categogies, ,€€r.ch eomprisirir,g a number of
acLivities. fhese are strovrrr in Tab.le
5.n, p76.
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I-A[TD, Us.E A€I'IVIT EC

!Y:PE9: OF Ae[MtY INgr.upEscEs!E+r" r,qp [,F$
SATECORY.

Regi'denLLEl a)
b)

EiogJ.,e tlmelL,lnga
!{urflpl'e dwelllnge Aclct'tmortti

Mul,e-i-unl.t alual ll,nEi
llouse .and granny flat.seni-deitac"hedt

Post Of.fl.cep
Prof,eEs.lonal off iees

${tr'gt gr.tEet
-OeIro.tsr

iGE! .salta and nalJhtenanoe

Schoole '
Motel accemnoitatton
tlosrpit4J. d,eiet hqtnes
Reereatj,or'r c€ntre€

Corunareial

Irldus .rial

If€cant. and Othtir

SlnoBs
Off-ices

O.th.E eoni$caqlai.
acti.lrit.J.ea

ConrlnereLal,/
In4\rs:triaI

tr'actoriea
Labor.atortee

a.)
b)

.c)

dl

a)
b}

th,EriiB 5.1

Ii{here nore ,O"r, one land use existed on
a given site the principa.I land uae was
the one considered trs thi.s Eonerally
goveraed t}€ fo,rm of btre development and
rdas f,requentLy the activity seen from
the public place
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FORM PREVALENCE FOR VARIOUS LAND USE CATEGORIES
ALL STUDY AREAS

FIGURE 5.01
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Figure 5.01 shows the relative amount of
each form category associated with the
main types of lancl use activity on the
properties. Of the properties with
residential uses, for example, 64,92
have NNNNN form , 2OZ have nnnnn r drrd
11.4? have nnAAA in the configuration
parameter.

Residenti-al activities are thus
predominantly NNNNIJ in form, whereas
industrial, commercial, and other
activities are usually nnnnn form. Only
residential uses are DDDDD and no
comrnercial activity is AAAAA. No uses in
the five study areas are OOOOO.

A different pattern of distribution
exists for the separation parameter.
Very little residential activity is
.rarrnnru-rr |et this is the most common
category of form for comrnercial,

t-
trl
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+
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l--'l
q
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rl
tJ
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=
-t
5
H
F{

EI

Configuration
Free-form ooooo
Free-form-angular DDDDD

Mixed Angular NNNNN

ltulti-pure Angular AAAA
Pure Angular tlnnno

Seoaration
l3lacent
Near
Proximate
APart
Distant

ConsistencY
Same
Similar
Mainly Similar
Mainly Different
Di fferent

@

ooooo
ooo
o.o. o
o-o-o

xxxxx.#++

kkkkk
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industrial, and otJrer uses. Residential
uses are .orimarily ooooo, followed by
o o o. o o o' o.o'o, and o-o-o are
infrequently associatecl with the various
Iand uses. Ttre exce-oiion is the category
'other', which has a high incidence of
o-o-o. This is likely to be a measllre of
the vacant lancl , which is itrcludecl in
this category.

A strong correlation between forms and
uses tras been demonstrated, particr-rlarly
in the configuration paralteter, as
evidenced by the definite peaks for that
forrn category. The correslfondence
between form and land uses is strongesl
for industrial and cotnmercial activities
in the configuration and separation
parameters.

These results are statisticallY
significant and indicate that there is a
high probability that an association of
cause and effect between the forins and
Iand use exists.

The distrj-bution of form prevalences in
the cousistency parameter Coes noi
isolate specific corres.oondences to the
sarne degree. Instead the various land
use acLivities occur toqether in
particular parts of the consistency
spectrum. This is probably due to the
fact that relative consistency is based
on the alikeness of fortns for activities
in a collection of properties. There is
no guarantee that ttre same land use rvill
exist on each property considered in any
such collection.

The consistency distribution patterns
for land uses are not sbatistically
different relative to the overall
clistriirution of the forn categories,
exce^ot for conmercl-aI activities.
Comrnercial activities have rnore xxxxx
and kkkkk than other uses.

So overall the land uses tend to
polarise about a ^oartictrlar formal
1:aratneter. In general terms res j-dential
forrns are i'ItIuNN, ooooo, and ***** '
corrunercial forms are nnnnnr coEElrD, and
kkkkk; and in<lustrial forns are nnnnn,
@I[flruE, ancl *****.

Some speciEic uses tend to polarise even
more than the general. Figure 5.OZ shorvs
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a breakdown of, the different types of
uses in ttre commercial use category.
Strops may be either NNNNN, or nnnnn, are
almost invariably @rB@, and either
xxxxx or kkkkk, whereas offices al.though
NNNNN ancl nnnnn as well, may be @muo oli
ooooo. Other comlnercial aetivities are
nore definitely OOOflO, @olgu-r, and *****.

Configuralion

FoB.M PR.EVALENCE ull"
Separation Consistency

VARIOUS COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES
STUDY AREAS
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FIGURE 5.Q2

Discussion

AlthouEh a correspondence between land
use and form categories has been shorvn
to exist, tlre correspondence is not
absolute, for where,as the various land
uses tend to take on particular fornt
categories, that cateEory might be
equally associated with another land use
as well.
However, tl e degree of polarization of
the conf iguration and separat.ion
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parameters' esB'ecial11', suggest's !h"9
tYrere are p.roblbl.y faetors in the l"and'
rr"" which lead t6 various f,oruts being
adoPte.d '
The for-ms cannot be strictly' Lhe -result;; tne funetionaL reqrairernerrtg of eadh
land user ag there are sevetal f,orms f,or
eactr o6€. There is olrviously s-oma o€lrer
comsLraint whietr inf fuences therll!
n*p"p;"t OgTl) calls the assocl'ation
ilJ?*ie" activitiee anil f;orrns Lhe "forrn -
activity' eon€tru€nce", -and s'e'es i't as a
necessary c;oilponent for undersganding
irt" cnvironmeit' He suggests thlt
Barticular forms in various arrangernents
tal<e olr meani.ngs for the observer ' Ttlis
sugEests that cert'aira forrns are

"p,6iopriaLe 
ts eert'ain activities and t'o

mii -itrel* vrould gi.ve ttre environment a
aegree of, arnniguity . and corafuse the
obie,rver's cornprehensio'n of pl-aoe' The
relationshiP b6tween forrns qnd

ac,tl.vitilee is, t'heref,ore' a n€eessary
aornXronen€ of environmental
und-ersLandi-ng. It is aeeepted as ? noTrrl

in a Partiarllan societY so 1t l-s
peqtrletuated wit'h nerr development''
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VI
PROPERTY OI.]NERSHIP

Introduction

In Chapter III it was suggested that
patterns of property ownership may be an
influencing factor on the form of t]le
environrnent. The inf luence would work
because the owner is in control of the
form that development on dre property
takes. Owners of like kincl would be
expected to develop in sirnilar forrn
categories because of their similar
requirernents, financial abilities, and
values. Duncan (I976 ) found that
environrnents communicate social identity
through the peculiar arrallgernents of
artefacts and activities, Those aspiring
to a particular self image aclopt the
trappings of the environment associated
with this irnage. A correlation between
owner groups and forrn categories would
indicate whether ttrat group had form
preferences, thus demonstraLing their
influence.

It is assunrecl the owner at the time of
the development was responsible f_or
initiating that development and was
therefore responsible for the formal
manner in which the property was
established, The assumption does
take into account the situation where
Iessees develop the prol:erties because
it. is unlikely that they would do so
wj-thout the prior knowledge and
permission of the owner. The approval of
the owner is considered to be equal to
being personally responsible. Besides
which, there are only a few properties
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with regist.ered leases*I ,cn the title in
ttre five study areas, and even fewer
that were leased at the time of
developnent.

Definition of the Property Owner
eloping

owners rnust be defined and classified
into various groups in order to assess
this potential influence. Various
categories of developing owrrer might be
considered. The characteristic which
would possibly have tnost bearing on
property fonn is that of socio-economic
status, althougtr sex, and in some cases
occupation alone, might be potentially
relevant factors also.

These aspects would be a way of
rneasuring alikeness in the groupr
reflecting values and financial means.

In addition to these categories there
are those owrrers who have specific
int.erest. in developing properties and
wlro cleveloped more tlran one in the study
areas. This group will be called "the
developers". Their interest may be long
or short term.

Finally a long term interest in the
property by the developing owner may
result in different formal patterns to
short term interest. The developing
property owner malr therefore, be
defined in terms of how long the
ownership was maintained after the date
of development. Dat.a for this
classification exercise is available
frorn the Certificates of Title.
Source of information

The status of the oh,ner is now recorded
on ttre property title. This inforrnation
was extracted during ttre title searches.
T'he Deeds Book records of property
transactions did- not include status
ir:formation in the memorials. This may
have been recorcled on
instruments*2 of transfer.

other

Very few properties under study had
their existing d,evelopment established
during the time the Deeds system was
operating so that recording these owners
as of unknown status has little bearing
on tl're f indings.

*l
I'ieq i6 Ler":{ i l-,easc' :
i, Iuitse rell istcrL'd oll
the Cer E.i f icate o f

*2
InsLrunent :A document,
rilal), or plan that is
relevant ta (lealings
with f-he land.
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InformaLion from the Certificate of
Title indicates that propertl' o\/ners
faII inLo three broad categories:
institutions, individuals, and groups of
individuals. There is consicierable
variation in the manner in which their
status is recorded on Certificates of
Title. The types of institutions range
frotn public authorities and companies,
to religious organizations, private
schools, and trusts. In some cases the
ownership was in the rldrrl€ of an
individual, such as the Roman Catholic
Bishop, who represented Lhe institution,

,l):-i'si-2'O-0Cf1982'f::-- '1a''" E:n:,, - .FORI4 Nr t i

lvd----7g6-Foti4-65- an ch-g REGLSTER :

tu!aru:1,,*,nn,. Wp F,l C,Rf,l-l' I
lo,s.,1_ N1c xn c,lfo56 Ev, .EALAND O;):"* l*Sl

CERTIFICATE OF .TITLE UHDER I.AIID TRANSFER ACT 4 I

--.' 

i
(Dil €grtifia.tt, drrrd rh. trcnlr-tlfth .r:, ., JuE ; 

, e rbosrd aie b'drld d rrrtr-tlo
eda rhc baad ud sl o{ rhc Diricr lxd Rcgim o{ rhc bad Rcgktnrio Diricr d f UCXIJ}|D WrII{F_qSEnl DiltB ncrilI CIIUOLIg EISHOP Op TIIB DIOCESB ot luckl.and. ! corumtlon !o1.. 

:

i;'e4 d u aE h lccrimgtc (rbi< o nr.h rryetiq
ti6 6 ^hncd basq dbj6 rl$ u uy aidng riXhr d

@nb.rD.ra li.rr\ DJ b6* a n ai6td b' #-t
b btc aDd ht o|t EA uad; OE pswiicr d ery Aa a ,f. Cgfi

rlx pLa hEw boddql_--_AE!tr-__ bc rh. -EC
Arebly o{ lio 7-liad) h th. I&d bdri^dts <leribcd, a r.br ruq.r1gr
r&osruq e [rrlc ma q t tq, tbrr b o oy: All t i p-..f pi ir"a

in this case the Roman Catholic Church.
Companies were identified as being "a
duly incorporated company" though the
extent
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these records.
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standing,
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they were recorded as being
giving no clue to their social
though frequently their

occupation was recorded as

l/omen, in most. cases v/ere
their marital status and,

identified by
if married,
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were further identifj-ed by their husband
and his occupation. This tvas the
standard practice up until about l^Jorld
l.Iar II . Since then, however, there has
been a tendency to drop the references
to the husband and it is increasingly
common

l:rl rql Dedr 69

I

ri

even where this
housewifer used as
marital status.

of the woman,
desiqnated asIS

the identifier, not.

The third type of property owner is ttre
group of individuals. These rnay comprise

REGISTER

UNDER. LAND TRANSFER. ACT

July onc thrrend nirc hndml ild aeventy
Rcgilrnrion Disrjctof NORTH AUCEAND.

WllxEJSJFTl{tlrt IllURA JOHA}INA BAI{I{ER of Auckland cotrpany dlrector
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rDetres more or less belng r,ot 2 Depoei+ed Flan g6516 and being part
ALlotment I of Sectlon l7 Suburbs of AuckLand

to find the occupation
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joint ownership by a husband and wife
( sometiines as a Joint Family Home, and
sometimes in their own right) or family
mernbers, particularly where the property
has transferred by transmission. Any
nurrilcer of unrelated individuals who have
joined together to establish a property
ownership venture also fall into this
category.

Classification of Like Status Groups

Most standard indices of occupation are
concernecl with determining the
socio-economic status of the population
under stucly. They attempt to relate
education, earning capacityr and job
skill to lilce groups in the working
(i.e. enployed) population as this
informat-ion is more readily accessible
and correlates closely with social
standing. Such tools would be useful for
identifying the socio-economic class of
ttre developing ovrners from the property
title information.

In New Zealand the Statistics Department
have used the New Zealand Standard
Class ification by Occupation
(tI.z.S.c.o. ) system (based on the
I . S . C. O. *1 systern) for grouping Iike
occupations from the census data, since
L97L*2. This classifies the rvorking
population into the sectors of the
national employment spectrurn of which
there are ten major groups (see Table
6.1). Specific groupings are decided on
by ref erence to what the rvork entails.
It does not, therefore, always identify
high or low status positions. Elley and
Irving (tgZz, 1976, 1980) have devised
two socio-economic indices based on
occupation, one for males and one for
females, which to a degree overcome the
lreterogeneous trature of the Statistics
Department scales.

rI
I.5.C.O. : International
Standard Clas sif ication
of occupation

*2
llew Zealand StaListics
Department BIue l"lanual
1971.
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l.rzSco
OCCUPA'|IONS OI' IJORI(II'IG POPULATIOII

IIAJOR GROUPs

0/I ProfessionaL, TeclrrricaL anrl relateri,
2 Administrative anci llanger:iaL
3 Clerical and relale,l.
4 Sales workers.
5 Service workers,
6 AgriculturaI, AnimaI husl:anr1ry, ForesLry,

Fishernen, and [lunters.
7 /8/9 Frror'lucti(Jn and related workers, Transport ancl

EcluipnenL workers, Labourers.
l;orkers not classif ied by Occupar- ion, e.g.
Students.

IAULL O. I

Both these scales were referred to in
classifying the status of developing
o\^,ners from the Certificate of Title
information. However, none were fully
adopted because they did not entirely
fulfil the needs of this study in
categorising the variously recorded
status groups. This was partly because
of the manner in which the status of the
owner was established on the title and
partly because the owner might be an
institution or a group of people,
neither of which are covered by these
standard methods.

Classification of Owners

Classification of Developing Owner by
Status
Fiom-ttre information extracted from the
Certificates of Title the categories of
developing owner listed in Table 6.2 (p
BB) were identified.

l'Jhere a husband and wife jointly owned a
property the husband's status is the one
in which the property is principally
recorded as this most reflects the
socio-econonic standing of ttre couple.

The four categories of women as owners
are for women owning a property on their
o\^,rr. A1I women recording an occupation
on the Certificate of Title rather ttran
marital status are included in the
Employed l.Iomen group. The l"iarried Women
group does not include h/omen owning in
conjunction with their husbands.These
women are registered in the Husband and
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DSTAI|jUD CT"ASSXE5IEATtrON ot' PROPERT'H OiINERS EY 'STFfIUS

e-riassrlFltcATr -oNg INCLttb[tlB

A. Inr,tfLutiqnc. 1,, PtlbLi.e A.u--h,oritJe€ a) The cro\tu'
b) r.oea.t ryqtlrorlties
a) Ad tioc Badi€.e

2. t9llu.r'she,s .and.
Cha€it+e's a) -CLelrg1'

b) S,eligiousi Er.ouEs,cl $acieeies and ctr€,r{ta,b!.e Tti[sJEs

3. 6cfrsslLs

4. Tnus€s a) Fublie lrtruqt
b) fnsurgace eompanies and

sp;liqieqf-s q€ Esecutors

5.. Cornpanies

g" nndlvj.clrue.le 1.,. Preofe.6rsior+a'ls .ai Dde.'ors,; Lanye€d. En$nnQe-fisr, eta
(men) b) Ogaehers, Para-rne&ie3,,..e,Le.

a. il4qageriial a) 'Mar'ragers
b) contpany, di're-,cterq
c ) lilanufacturer's.

3. Bueiless'men a) Saledr'len" t{ercllaqtrs,
b,) eonunertei.al iErav€Ller,s
e) Btokers and Agents

4, greriqa.ll aD icle'Fls
b). 'Telephonlste
cl oraughtsseo, eto..

5.; PubUrG grarr.\tant€ a)' gfow €t l{ocal 'Atathori'ty Offjieers'
b,) TranspoiL ryqrkerq

6.. Tradssner,! a) Elpctt[s,ii,a]ns
b l F!.umltef's,
c) !.tFa4arui-es, Gbc:. but n-ol

buildi,Eg hirlie,Es

7r. 'Bu{X.ding silsfker's a) Edilders
b;) @ontr-aciLo-a.q
s)' calipedrt.ers

€. tla$ouFers Ell FErcEor-y d.fkerts
b.) L'atxlu'ners
c,) glorEn€.-n
d.), lfatersidbfe

9. Farq{ers

C. I:ealfv.i€ltral3
(.vornea )

1r tr4a'rri.ed Wbnre:r

2. ilfidgws

J. U,aroarrled llonen a.) gplns€era,
bl 8gilrqes sotr,e

4. Etnpl.oyed lldrnen ar) ilbus,ewive,s
b) Any Ocqupatjiqn

0.. Undeterarl.neill a) uhknalir!!
o.-) gb deseriptiora
c) Betif,e.d

E. ldulLipl.e
eiur.nerihip 1,. M|rlLi ai Mai.e tj,raD onc olraer

des-igneted by occupati.orr

2. guBbanld€, and WivrFa a.) As -i.E4ivldrr,aLsb) .Io:in:r,! Fantlllf !Iq$e

TABITE 6. ?



Wife category or ,Joint
category separately.

B9

Family Flome

The 'multi' owner category does not
include Unit Title situations as
multiple ovrnership did not develop any
of the unit titte properties in the
study areas.

The categories for Indivi<luals (men) are
sirnilar to the N. Z . S . C. O. categories
except that trades people have been
separated frorn service workers. Builders
were particularly isolated from this
group because they forrrr a substantial
group of developing owners. public
servants is a category not covered by
the N.Z.S.C.O. group but difficulty in
placing people who were designated
public servants on the Certificates of
Title suggested that a separate group
was requirecl. A public servant may be
anything frorn a clerk to an engineer,
from an engine driver to a harbour
master. Transport workers in the sample
inclucle a large nurrrber csf rai Iway
employees and tram drivers, tvho were
also public servants. For this reason
alI transport workers are classified
with this group.

The categories of developir:g owrrer in
Table 6 .2 sortecl the property owners
into specific groups, lnan)r of which di<l
not include sufficient rrumbers to
justify valid staListical analysis.
There were only eighteen professionals
for exarnple. For this reason t.he or,,Jners
ltere further classified into broader
groups which encompassed various groups
previously identified. These more
general groups are shorrrn in Table 6.3.
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t. Public Authorities

Cornpanies

Other instltutions

4. I"len

CLASSIFICATION OF PRO!'ERTY OIJNERS BY STATUS
$tAJOTi GROUPS

Churches and charities
Schools
Trusts

High status

cenerally skilled

a)
b)

a) i) Professionals
ii) Managerial
i) Businessmen

ii ) Tradesmen
iii ) BuiIcIers

i) ClericaI
ii) Labourers

iii) Public
servants

c) cenerally unskitled

d) Farmers

5. vromen

6. Multiple ownerships

TABLII 6 .3

In addition to ttre status groups, wtrich
can be identified from the property
title, a further class of property owner
was idlentif ied from the information
collected, namely the 'developers'. This
is the person, persons t or instit.ution
who developed more than one property in
the study area, AII developers, except
the Crown, confined their developing
activity to one of the five study areas.
Fifty-two developers were identified and
they established 239 properties, i.e.
more tlran hal f the properties under
study. Although ninety-six properties
were developed by the Crown, the
remaining fifty-one deveLopers prod.uced
about one third of this development.

Developers as a class of developing
oh,ner represent a number of the status
classifications outlined above though
the cornpanies, the generally skilled,
and married lrorrlen are inore strongly
represented (see Table 6.4).

The classifications of skilled and
unskilled are both qualified because in
some cases the groups they represent are
not comloletely of one status group.

NUPIBER OF DEVELOPSRS IN
EACH OI.JNER OCCUPATION

GROUP

Institutions No.

Public authorities 3
Schools 1
churctres 2
Companies 14

TOTAL 20

Individuals

Profess i-onaIs t
Businessuen 3

Tradesmen I
Builders 16
Farmers 1

Married women 7
Unknown 5

TOTAL 34

GTdAND TOTAL

TABLE 6.4
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Form Ownership Correlation
Statqs Groups as Developing Owners
The form categories for each 1:roperty inthe f ive study areas were inatched
against the classification of property
owner for that property and the
incidence of each correspondence
recorcled and analysed for statistical
significance.
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Most of the occupaLion groups as
develolring owners fol lowed sirnilar
patterns in form preference to the point
where there was no signif.icant variation
frorn the overall incidence of the fornr
types in the study areas.

Figures 6.Of and 6.02 show the relative
prevalence of two of the status groups
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Contiguration Separation Consislcncy

COI"IPARISON O}- FORPI PRIIVALENC]I FOR THE MANAGERIAL A}lD
GENERALI,Y SKILI,ED AS DEVELOPIT'IG OWNEIi,S

ALL STUDY AREAS

FIGURE 6.01
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ageinst Lhe. ,overall preivaX..e,nce of,' form
types in tjilese areas and dernonstrate thE
simila"rity in distribution tl'at was
tround. Eene',ral-Ly in the analysi,s of thls
factor, Alttrough not sbatisti,eaLly
significentr it Ls none the- les.s
nelevant.

Buj-lders and t.lrre generally skl,Iled, of
whieh bulLdere comprise $tore than haLft
cl.oseLlr, follow ttre, actual lnci,de'nee
pat€ern of each fonrn type. Tliis is
pefhaps not surprising as builders t.end
to be develope,rs, i.e. olrners who builil
otr rno.lre ttran one property f,or res,ale.
f'heir developments, ttrerefore, reflect
the desirabLe forms in the area in nhi.ch
they are buileling to achieve recatre.
Bui.lders a,s a devel-opi,ng owne,r group
vary €Li9htLy from ttre overall lneidence
paLtern in that tltrey deveJ-op properties
wtrd-eh exist in kkkkk environ*tents. 'This
is pro-babfy due to bul,lders developing
unlt ti.ti,e properti-es i.n re'cent t,imes as
one th:ird of urait title properties l-nve
this f,ofror
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Sorne groups, like fariners, women, and
the generally unskilled hatl stronger
preferences for the rnore corunon form
type in each forr.r pararneter, indicating
that they might value certain types oi
properties as more suitable to their
recluirernents . In Figure 6 . OZ the form
preferences for fariners, builders, and
the generally unski_Iled are cornpareri.
OveralI forrn categories in these groups
follow the general pattern of incidence
l:ut polarize more specifieaLly at the
NI{NNN, ooooo, and ***** categories.
Farmers are shown to have cluite
distinctively different correlation with
the form categories than the other
classes in that they tend to own more
properties developed with NNNNN, ooooo,
and +++++ forms. Farmers as cleveloping

Configuration

COMPARISON OF FORM
AND THE GI]NERAL],Y

Separation

T.'T1EVALI"]NCE FOR }-ARMERS,
UI\ISKILLED AS DEVELOPTNG

ALI, STUDY AREAS

FIGURE 6.02

Consistcncy

BUILDERS,
OWbIERS

Free- forn-angular
Mixed Angular
t.tulti-pure Angular
Pure Angular

Separation
Adjacent
Near
Proximate
Apart
Distant

Consistency
Same
Similar
Mainly Similar
litainly Different
Different

ooooo
DDDDD
NNNNN
A^AA/I
nnnon

IIIIIIIID
ooooo
ooo
o.o.o
O-O-O

xxxxx
+++++
***t*

kkkkk
zzzzz

owners generally fall into two
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caLegories. The first are the farnrers
tike the t'.lears family who subdivided
their farrn at Greenwoods Corner and are
recorded as the owners of the individual
Iots wtren the properties were developed
for residential purposes. NNhINN form was
then the prevalent form of dwelling an<1,
because the establishment of residential
properties took place over a short time,
and was by one ownerr the development
was cornprehensively sirnilar. This is a
possible explanation of the farners'
preference for +++++ form properties.
The second group of farmers are those
who retire from farming to urban
situations or those looking for an urban
investment who seek out a residential
property. Generally both groups develop
in NNI{NN form types . The general Iy
unskilled rarely owrr industrial or
cormnercial properties but do own their
own residential property which they
develop for themselves. The economics of
ownerstri-p ( being in a lower incorne
group) coutd create distinct limitations
on the extent of their purchase,
resulting in a tendency to own srnaller
sites which would mean closer
development, possibly explaining the
higher incidence of ooooo and o o o
fornrs associated with this general
group. Ttrese scenarios are offered as

FORf4 0!' PlioPuRTI li5
DEVT'LOPtD BY I'IUARS

t. ltttltntt /ooooo/+++++
2. tlNltt'tti /ooooo/+++++
3. ltstrtutt/ooooo/+++++
4. NNuNtl/ooooo/+++++
5. Ntlltttt'i/ooooo/ * *** *
6. ltNUlttt/ooooo/*****
7. Nuultu,/ooooo/kkkkk
I. ttt'tHtttt/ooooo/tctxtk
s. ltt'l\tlttt/ooooo/kkkkk
to.ltuwttt'l/o o o/+++++
tl.nnnnn/ooooo/*****

TABLE 6.5

possible explanantions
observations.

for these

Two outstanding exceptions to the
general pattern of conformity to tl.e
overall incidences of form described
above are those of the companies and the
public authorities as developing owner.
Both groups demonstrate substantial
shifts from the standarcl distribution
pattern as shown on Figure 6.03. These
patterns are significantly different
froru Lhe overall form distribution.
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Contiguration Separation Corsistency

COMPARISON OF FORI,I PREVALENCE FOR COIIPANIES AND
PUBLIC AUTFiORITIES AS DEVELOPING OT'INERS

ALL STUDY AREAS

PIGURE 6.03

Companies as developers dernonstrate a
strong preference for nnnnn form
properties at the expense of Nt{Nt{N
forms. They develop ruwrdfff,r and ooooo when
ooooo is the most common separation
form. Their properties tend to be kkkkk
rather than *****. Companies more
comnronly owrl industrial and eommercial
development with very few having
interests in residenti-aI acconunodation
except perhaps as developers of some of
the unit title properties. Their form
preference is consistent with these
activities.

The other notable exception is the
public authority category of developing
oh,ner. This group
properties matching

still produce
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the overall
incidence of the most conunon forn types
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a stronger
preference for AAAnn, o o o, and ++++
than any other group, ClearIY the
influence of the Crown in its state
housing policies in
subdivision is showing

the Cadman
up here.

Architects for ttre Government at the
time were strongly of the modern
movement school of thought and this was
translated into the simple and pure
forms of the state housing progralnme,
thus accounting for the increased
prevalence of nAnnA forms. The
aspirations of individual ownership of
dwellings on single lots gave rise to
the incj-dence of o o o. State housing
schemes comprised a series of standard
plans with similar materials and
detailing. The natural outcome of this,
combined with a uniform housing
philosophy, is the greater degree of
+++++ in the development than in the
study areas collectively.

The Crown is the one developer who is
solely responsible for a large
proportion of development across the
study areas, but other developers have
similar traits. Although not necessarily
adopting the same form categories each
developer j-s generally consistent in the
forms of the development whi-ch they have
undertaken j-n any area and they
indj-vidually show pref erences for
various form types (see Table 6.5, p 94,
for example). Other developers' property
form types are listed in Table 6.6 as
further examples.

Collectively the distribution of form
types on properties developed by this
group conforms very closely with the
overall prevalence of each form type in
the combined study areas (see Figure
6.04 ) .

Cadman Subdivision

EXAMPLUS OF TTIE
FORMS OF PROPERTIES

ESTABLISIIED BY
DEVELOPBRS

l,lorton

I. ttNttt'ttt/ooooo/+++++
2. llttltt'lN /ooooo/+++++
3. Nltlittu/ooooo/+++++
4, lttlNl.ht/ooooo/* **t *
5. nHlttttl/ooooo/**r* t
6. ltltutal/ooooo/* r* **
7. Nt'Iltt|bt/o o o/*r*i*
8. oouoo/ooooo/rtr**

Pe therick
t
2.
J.

4.
5,

nnn^A/ooooof*****
nnnnn,/o o o/*****
nnnOn/ooooo/*****
onnnn/ooooo//r**r*
nnoon/ooooo/r*r**

Davison Construction

I. NNt'lttN/ooooo/rr***
2' OOOOO/mf***r*
3. nnrul0/mrum/t***t
4. Onn0n/mwo/kkkkk

Whistler

I . ltr'nrr.lN/ooooo/xkkkx
2. Hlnrt'nr/o o o/kkkkk

Glover

l. truultw/ooooo/**i**
2. xNtNlt/ooooo/*f***

TAI]LE 6 .6
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Contiguration Separation Consistency

COMPARISON OF FORM PREVALENCE FOR DEVELOPERS WITH
TIIE OVERAI,L PR.EVALENCE

ALL STUDY AREAS

FIGURE 6.04

This is not surprising in view of the
characteristics of the developer
population, in that this group includes
372 who are categorised as generally
skilled, a group which also follows the
general pattern of form prevalence. In
addition developers are responsible for
such a large proportion of development
it would clearly follow that their
contribution would reflect t1're patterns
lvhictr they establish.

Length of Ownership Denoting Class of
Developing Owner
The pro,oerty form categories for each of
the three forrnal parameters were rnat.ched
against the number of years the
developing ovJner retained the property
after the date of the current
development for each area individually,
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and surfiEed f,or all
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studlr areas
collecLi vely, lflre nunrber of properties
oecu*ing in eaeh ti.tne period was
r€qorded, al.ong with the range of tirne
of, ournerstrip, tlte average length of time
the developing ovrueit retained the
property.r drd similar informat.ion for
the nurnber of properties still retained
by the develorper.

quutsE& o8'

Cl.as)g

DEi1r'Er,_s'Pr.N€ owlrEns IN EACH CLA$S O$ OWNSRSHIP FoR SneHt SIUDr ABg&

Nor'Ll]lern Gf€6nidQods 'CadftiaE
eer'ner Corrrer SrrbdirvLslon

$aLls Gre€-lrlaios AII gtudf
,Road So.rth .Area's

Oi|'uediurea.r 9
It y,€ars gB

6-l'0 taars lI
Itr-2O ysa,rs Xa
21-30 yea:rs 7

>3O trt'€arc 4

TASjLE ,7

Frorn Table 6.7 it can be Eeen that
twenty-forrr (5t) of all the p'apefties
in th,e study areas $rere sold r*ithin the
first year af,ter developruent, and I57 of
the propetti.es (get) were tr'arr-sifer,red to
nekr ownersl,rip within six lrears of t-tre
devel.oprnent dat.e, Thi.q relaEively high
turnover of' propert,ies would guggegt
that many pnoperties are developed for
res,ale ln a specul.ative manne,r, though
there is no way irl whLch this could lire
e.onfirrned. The e.arl1l change i.n
ovrnerslrip, however, is not conf,ined to
any part.lcular form typer ds cad be seen
fro-m the grapli.in Figure 6.05. Thus, it,
may be dseunr€.il 'that tfre speculative
build and seLl ty?e of ownership does
noL have any d.istinctive 1la€tern of
develop,tnent form type.
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COMPARISON OF THE LEI\GTIi OF TIME OF
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ALL STUDY AREAS

FIGURE 6. 05

However, ttris is not true of properties
retained by the developing o\^,ner for
Iong periods of time. The properties
owned for more ttran thirty years after
date of development included a
significantly higher proportion of DDDDD
and /\AAAA forms, more o o o, and Inore
+++++. nnnnn, @, and zzzzz forms
feature less frequently wl-en compared
with the general prevalence of these
forns in all Lhe study areas. This
pattern is illustrated in Fi-gure 6.06.

ConsistencY

PROPERTY RETENTIOTT
FORM TYPE
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COMPARISON OF FORM PREVALENCE FOR DEVELOPTNG OWNERSHIP
RETAIISING PITOPERTY FOR LESS THAN 30 YEARS

I,\IITH MORE THAN 30 YEARS
ALL STUDY AREAS

FIGURE 6.06

Ttrese findings can be explained by the
fact that DDDDD, o o o, and +++++ forr:rs
are loore common in the areas where
residential uses exist. Their Inore
frequent occurrence in the thirty year
plus category of developing owner
retention indicates they are associated
with settled residential establishrnents.
This is supported by the average length
of time the properties were ret.ained by
developing owners for each of these
forrns and the number of developing
owners who still possess the properties
r,sith these forrlal characteristics ( see
Table 6.8 ) .
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TII.1E, FORtt , Al.tD t)uvut.cp Il,lc OiltIL:R
PROPL'ItTY ItE'I'TJb,ITION PA'fTIiRI,IS

r\verage lengch of t.ime Percent of form tForm Type

DDDDI]
ooo
+++++

3-.1 ,6 years
19.6 years
22,9 years

33, 3t
24. 8t
27 -6?"

Ir\u!L u,6

The AAAAA form occurs more frequently in
the Cadman Subdivision. Its correlation
with properties owned for longer periods
of time is because the State retained
ownerstrip of the land it developed.
After forty-one years 26.42 of these
properties are sti_Il owned by the State
and 304 are AAAAA form. 36.8? of the
properties in this area \n/ere owned for
more than thirty years, a quarter of
which are developed in the AAAAA form.

This j-s true to an even greater extent
for +++++. It accounts for 63A of
properties or,.rned for nore than thirty
years and 952 of those owned for more
than forty years in this area.

On the other hand the existing
development in the lrfalts Road area is
recent development, with only I2Z
occurring more than thirty years ago.
Since this area has a higher proportion
of the nnnnn and rc forms than the
rest of the study areas, it is unlikely
that they will feature strongly as forms
that will be associated with long
retention by the developing owner.

Summary

Several matters have been identified
here. The first is the variation in form
preferences of the public Authority
group, and more specificaLly, Companies.
They differ substantially from the

Configuration
Free- forro
Fr ee-form- angular
Mixed Angular
Multi-pure Angul.ar
Pure Angular

Separacion
-4d jacent
Near
Proxj-mat e
Apart
Di stant

Consistenc.r
Same
Sinilar
Mainly Similar
MainIy Different
Di f f er.ent

ooooo
DDDDD
NNNNN
tV\An
rlnnnn

rrfiqtm
ooooo
ooo
o.o.o
o-o-o

xxxxx
+++++

kkkkk
zzzzz

general incidence of each form category
in the five study areas. The suggeited
reasons for these preferences are
ideological for the former group and
activity related for the latter.
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,erlasseg ef
devel-oping property orrner do not show
any te:nde-ney ts devetap the, propertJ Ln
a paftiiedlat manne.f . Ratn*er tbey
general,Ly f.o.llo:vtr the pattern of relative
pnevalence for each- f,orm ea.Legorlt in ttre
five, etudy BF€as.

Th1rcll,y, the o,veEall ferm€ hat Are
develo,ped whl.eh cceaqe L-h€ trlattern 6f
the environment are the resrlLt of the
preferences of, the Ln'dividuaL develop'er.
Therir influen'cr.e o,n tlris patternlng
arisee out o'f tl.le ex€e$t to wh'ic,h thelr
are responsible for such a large
5lroportion o.f d,evelopnrent i

Fful'ally, wtrere prop€EtLes a.re tetaifted
by the develoBing owoer for a long
periocl of, Lir e dis-tinctly diff,erent
f,orrns may be present fron+ tiose lle-Id for
a ehort ttme.

Sorne ownership groupe f,'orrnalLy develop
their pr.ofrert.ies fn a qniforul nanner,
sugrgesting that they are ex.erti.ng
grreferences f;or varioue forme .' ,w&rile
others ds nsL have a dernonstra.ble
interesL in specifi,c forms.
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vll
TIIVIE AS AN INFLUENCE O}J FORI,I

Introduction

Time may influence the form of the
development in two ways. The first is
through the effect of properties being
developed in a particular manner during
certain periods. This effect is a
manifestation of fashions of building
and site arrangements at the time. ![hen
these forms remain st-atic they can be
seen at later times.

The second influence is the effect of
sequencing, where the cumulative effect
of various fashions results in the form
categories having particular relative
prevalences at different times.

Ttre first is a measur.e of the forms of
properties developed during the period
considered. The second is the cumulative
effect of the formal- aspects of
development up to the date considered. A
relationship between time and form of
development would be demonstrated if
different patterns of form were evident
in different periods. The absence of any
differences would infer that time does
not influence form.

Method

The form of aII developed properties in
the retrospective study areas was
analysed against the date at wtrich the
current development is recorded to have
occurred. The dates were then grouped
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into periods of ten y€ars :starting at
1901, AlI. deveXoprnent Eefore 1901 was
gror'rped torgethen.

trlre sel.ea'tion of partieuJ"ar de.eade
periods may or may not expose a relevant
Lrrreide,nce sf a forrn cate'$o'ryrr A.fi
alternaLive decade span :ffi?Y give
diff,erent form d-Letribr4Lion.- For this,
reaEon the same infornation was sorted
into deoade,s starti.ng at, I.905 "Chi-square eests for etati-st{cal
dlff,erenc.e f,a th,e two 1ots of 'data di.d
nst rev'eal an siEnif icant vafiat-ion
between them. I'luetuation's 1n
development occ.Urring rat ehprter time-
intervale do not show u in -the ten year
pat't'erns.

Ehe simllard.ty bethreen tfre pattetn of
the fo'rm of properties develorp€d lii e-ach
decade starting from 19Ol and that f,or
e.ash deeade ,starting f-r'orii 1905 aan be
:seen when rigure 7.01 is eo-mpared wittr
Figure 7 "O,2.
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Szparation Consistcncy

PR]JVALEDICII FOR PROPERTIES
II$ EACI1 DECADE

STUDY AREAS
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FIGURE 7.OI

The period breakdown used in this study
is that starting at I90I as this
conforms to the generally understood
concept of the standard decade period.
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COI"IPARISOT.J OF FORI4 PREVALENCE
DEVELOPED IN ALTERNATIVE

ALL STUDY AREAS

FIGURE 7.O2

Chi-square tests for statistical
significance were conducted for the
distribution of the form categories in
each decade period against the overall
prevalence of the form categories to
ascertain if any of the form categories
were developed more or less frequently
in each period.

The total amount of development with
each form category by the end of each
decade was assessed and examined for
change with time as an indication of the
effect of development sequencing.
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The Eqrm-Ttnq .Period nPlationship

Diff,e:iences :in the relative anrou,nt of
eaetr fo'rm c4tegory devel-oile, in the
various periods is shorwn on Fi-gure 7.0I.
The graph s'hows, for example, ,L'h,at the
eonf,igurat.i.on of irroperti.es d.evel.oped in
tlre clecade f901-I91-0 was clivid.ecfl se that
OOOO'Or DDDDD,, and AAA/IA, did not oocur,
but NN:IINN eoir,ld. l]e forrnd in 71.58 and
nfiftnn on 28.5?. For the sep4Fation
para:ro€ter in the salne period no
propert.ies were developed in sff@m, but
7I.,52 had ooooo, 14-38 had o o o, 9.5t
had. o.o,or and
Slnilarlyr, fo,r

4.72 had oio-or
the eonsistency

Cooiigpration
Free-form
5'ree- Gor sn-ang,uIa,r
ltired Angu,i.a;r
Pt ulti-Irure Angr.r,La.r
PuEe Xoq'nler

l,tainly silni-.lqr
Ma,inllr 'Diif,ferent
Di€fe.reilt

SeDaraci.on
Adjacent
Nea.r
Pnorlpute
AFa.rt
Distatrt

cqnslstenev
ffi6--

oo@o
ED'EDD
IITTNt{'N
t\llvl A
'ooflol!

4ni{iiin
oocioo
oo,o
o,.o!('
o-o-o

xlclqxra
+++++
*r+**
kkkkk
tEztz

panaineber, no properties were x.xxxx, b,ut
19.18 werre +++++-, 57.tr3 **'***, L4.3.%
kkkkk, dnd 9.58 lzzzzz.

A c roparison of th,e prevalences clf ttre
forrns of,' Broperties developed in each
decad.e rrlit]. the overall incldence of
eacLr f,o':s4r eategorlz ( see Figure 7. OI and
Figure 7, 03 ) shows the perlods w,hen the,
pat.tenns va.ried.
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Configuration Separation

OVERAI-JL FORIvI PREVALENCE
ALL STUDY AREAS

FIGURE 7.03

The period 1911-1920 for example has
about one thirrl rflore NNNNN development
established than rnight be expected if
the existing amounts of each form are
taken as standard, however, development
occurring before f900, 190I-1910 and
1941-1950 all generally follows current
form category distribution in eactr of
the three form parameters.

The decade which is particularly
significan'b in having development which
is different frorn the total existing
form 1>atterns for the study areas is
1931-40, and, unlike mosL of the other
decades, the difference occurs in all
three formal parameters. The forrnal
features of Llre development which
distinguish it from the overall form of
the study areasr ds currently mapped,
are the proportionately greater amount

Consistency
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of DDDDD and nnnAA developtnentr no @fiilm
development but nore ooooo, and the
greater anount of +++++. This can be
seen on Figure 7.O4.
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70

Configuration Seoaration

COI'IPARISOTI OF FOR}I PREVALENCE
I"IITH TFIAT AT 198I

FIGURE 7,O4

T}.e contributing factor in cr:eating this
difference is the state housing in the
Cadman Subdivision. This developrnent
involved, seventy-five properties during
this decade, 60? of the pro.oerties in
this area and L6? of the properLies in
the total study area sample. [lost of the
development is recorderl. as occurring
between 1939 and t94I, the bulk being
establi-shed about 1940.

Other signif ican't decades for all
developrnent in the total study areas are
1911-I92O, L92L-1930, and t96I-I97O, for
configuration, 1961-L970 and f971-1980
for se1:aration, and f921-1930 and
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rN r93l-40

f95l-f960 for consistency.

Cadman Subdivision
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In the clecades 19fI-1920 and ]-92L'1930
there was a significant increase in the
number of prol>erties developed with
t{NI.lN}I. On ttr" other hand during
1961-1970 and l97I-l9gO nnnnn forms were
cleveloped on 1:roperties in greater
numbers than ex.oected. These two peri-ods
also sa!'r an increase in m forms in
new developmeut. The two periods wl"l
ttre consislency of clevelopnent varied
significantly from the overall patterrt
(fgZf-fg:O ancl I95f-I96O) sa\'r

develo,oment of a Iess consistent nature
being established. More zzzzz forms and
kkkkk forrns were develoPed.

Different time periods correspond to
different formal Patterns being
established. in tirat period' In some
decades the relative prevalence of each
of the form categories under
consideration in new development

Free- form-angular
Mixed Angular
Multi-pure Angular
Pure Angular

Separation
Adjacent
Near
Proximate
Apart
Dist ant

Consistency
Same
Sini !ar
Mainl,y Similar
Mainly Different
Different

ooooo
DDDDD
NNNNN
AAAJ\/!
onnnn

.!|!rm

ooooo
ooo
o.o,o
o-o-o

xxxxx
s+++
**it*

kkkkk
zzzzz

conforms generallY to the overall
prevalence which existed at the time of
form rnapping. In otlrer decades one or
rnore of the forr:r Parameters has a

differetrt form pattern. The
configural-ion pararneter varies frorn the
expecied 1:attern nost frequently' . HaJ.f
tha periotl considered experienced
signilicantly different configuration
p.Lt"tn" to the overall configuration
form category distrilrution. OnIy a third
of the perioas were thus affecte'f for
the separation and consistencY
parameters. Time, therefore, plays- a
inot. irnportant role in the determination
of "otrlig.ttation 

form patterns than in
the other aspects of form consirlered'

Deve loprnent S eguegc.iry.

The overall prevaletrce of the various
form categories by specific dates, wtren
cornpared with the current prevalence of
form categories, would show wtrether or
not tirne affects the forrn of development
through the 5s:luencing lurocess. If there
was the sane general prevalence at eactr
date considered then a time form
correlation vroultl not have been shown to
exist. Differences occurring at
dif f erent tirnes would indicate a
corresl)ondence .

As develoPment Proceeds there is a
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change in the relative proportion of
each form category which exists in the
combinecl study areas !

This i.s shown on Figures 7.O5,7.06, and
7.O7 which plot the relative amounts of
each form category existing at the date
inclicated for eactr of the respective
form parameters.
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COI,IPARISON OF PREVALENCE OF
FORI'I CATEGORIES IN EACH

ALL STUDY AREAS

FIGURE 7.05

Figure 7.05 shows that in the earlY
decades of this century up to I93O there
was about the same proportion of each
form category in the conf .iguration
parameter but following this time the
pattern changed with the predominance of
NNNL{N forms dinrinishing while AAAAA and
nnnnn'rise steadily.
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COPiPARISON OF PREVALENCE OF
SEPARATION FORI4 CATEGORIES IN EACH DECADE

ALL STUDY AREAS

FIGURE 7.06

to

Figure 7.06 ilLustrates the change in
prevalence of form categories for the
separatj-on parameter. If the assumption
that the form of properties developed at
earl-ier dates is reflected in the form
at 2 April 1981 is eorrect (see Chapter
IV, pp.7O-73) then this graph shows the
change in prevalence of different
separations with time. Ttre incidence of
o o o , o. o. o, and o-o-o trave remained
generally the same with sliqht
fluctuations between successive dates.
aoftsnso, by contrast, has been increasing
in prevalence since the I94Os and ooooo
has been decreasing in a reciprocal
manner.
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Time

COI,IPARISOT{ OF PREVALENCE OF

CONSISTENCY ITORM CA'IEGORIES IN EACH DECADB
ALL STUDY ARBAS

FIGURE 7 .O7

The time correspondence to form
prevalence for t}.e consistency pararneter
is shown on Figure 7,O7. Here the
variation in incidence at eactr r:late for
the form categories is more uniform than
for the otlrer two paraneters. Over a1l
<1ates for the study areas there is no
statistically significant variation in
this aspect of form.

The observations for configuration ancl
separation can be exPlained with
reference Lo wheu development took place
in the various study areas- As each area
has forn pattarns peculiar to it (see
Figure 4. 06, p 63 ) the da'Le of that
developnent is a relevant component of
the time - form correspondence.

Ttre progress of development both in the
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individual areas and
study area can be seen in
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Over al.t the study areas the nurnb'en of
p."p""[i*" be-ing - estabLL'shed has been-"teiaiiv risingl Bv 2 April 1981 99t of,

;h;l;ep"ili""- nn Lhis sLudY ha-d

aevefbp.nrLnt orl tJreul. The graph
illustrates Lhe earlier d'eveloXuredt of
ti; NonLhern eorner an'3 Lte almost
pa,ral-Iel dev.el'oprnent of the Grieenlane
fr;;ih and Greerafuood's eorner areas ' The

;;;# rise in develoPrnent in -the
Iggt--tg+Or period in Uhe Cadman

sonalol"io^ is the result of t-he staLe
f*""tLng Programlne. Ttr'e WaL1s R'oad ariea
was established later.

fn.*us ttre -early' Xlredominance pf NI{NNN

;;;;" isl-."s."iit-ea witl the deve:roennel!
oi ei"*twoodi eorner and Greenlane Nortli
iiO, to a lesg'er extent, tuhe NortLrern
c,""ti.r where these forms dominale the
;;;;i;tt-titt asdreet of tlle formaL
gr"an;.ment of, properties t The ernergenee
Jg n6nnn gonrG n-esurts fron the rateE
i,evetopment of current forrns -of 

this
aVp." -i-n uhe WaIIs Road afea' R'eferenee
[6"F,igo.*" v .og , 7. l']0, and 7 ' 1r eonf i'rms
€hese, eventgi.

Horth€rB
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Conliguration

COMPARISON OF PREVALENCE OF CONFIGURATION
FORI4 CATEGORIES Iti THE NORTHERN CORNER
FOR PROPERTIES DEVELOPED IN EACH PERIOD

F'IGURE 7 ,O9
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Configuration

COMPARISON OF PREVALENCE OF CONFIGURATION
FORI'I CATEGORIES IN GREENWOODS CORNER

FOR PROPERTIES DEVELOPED IN EACH PERIOD

FIGURE 7 . IO
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COIVIPARISON OF PREVALENCE OF CONFIGURATION
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A sirnilar pattern elnerges for tlre
separation pararneter. EarIy development
tended to be more ooooo in the Nortilern
Corner ancl Greenwoods Corner but the
pattern in the fortner has changecl with
o"r.r.Dm being a lnore comlnon form of
separation between prol>er:ties in recent
tiines (see Figures 7.L2 and 7.13). In
the l{alls Road area the developnent
which exists todaY is PrirnarilY clre
with ooooo also in evidence. other
separation categories do not feature
*ult in this area (see Figure 7 -L4 ) a
cornmon factor in tlre Nortttern Corner and
IValls Roacl areas is the amount of
redeveloprnent which has taken place '
Twenty-two out of seventy-six properties
have been subject to redevelopment in
the l{orthern corner (28 .92 ) and
thirty-three out of ninety-one in the
iJalls Road area ( 36. 3? ) , but only eight
of the eighty-three in the Greetlvroods
Corner area (9 .5"6) .

ConfiguraLion
Free-form OOOOO

Free-fornt-angular DDDDD

Mixed Angular NNNNN
MuIti-pure Angular nAA n
Pure Angular Onnnn

Separation
Ad jacent
Near
Proxi.mate
Apart
Di slant

Consistencv
Same
Similar
Mainly Similar
Mainly Different
Di fferent
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Separation

PREVALENCE OF SEPARATION
IN TH}.: NORTIIERN CORNER b-OR

DEVELOPED IT'I EACH PERIOD

FIGURE 7.L2
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CO}4PARISON OF PREVALIJNCE OF SEPARATION
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There is little that is remarkable in
the pat.tern of consistency form
categories fot each individual area as
they generally follow the overall form
distribution for this parameter'; :earlier
development tends towards being more
similar and later development being more
different.
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OnIy ',JaIIs Road shows any unique
pattern. In this area the development is
mostly ***** over all periods except in
the 1950s. When ttre sort of development
that proceeded at different times is
taken into account (see Chapter II p 38)
the reason becomes apparenL. Most
development which stilI exists frorn
earlier times is industrial in nature,
except ttrat there was a spate of
domestic construction in the area in the
1950s which has since been converted to
office use. This domestic development
was done by a few developers and has
different formal characteristics to the
industrial buildings.

Note that the incidence of kkkkk forrn is
higher in areas where development
started earlier such as at the Northern
Corner, Greenwoods Corner, and Greenlane
North (see Table 7. f ). It occurs in
development in later decades in the
Northern Corner, Greenwoods Corner, and
Walls Road (see Figures 7.]-5, 7.L6, and
7.L7)

CURREI.IT I}ICIDUNCE OF KKKKK A\ID zzzzz FORIVI TYPES

kkkkk

36.8t
3r. 38
24. rS
24 .22
22.4+
27.I*

Configuration
.E'ree-form OOOOO
Free-fornr-angular DDDDD
Mixed Angular NNI{NN
llulti-pure Anqular nAnAA
Pule AncruLar Oflflfltl

Separation
Adjacent
Ilear
Proxinate
Apart
Distant.

Consistency
Sarne
S irni lar
t4ainLy Si.rnilar
f"tainly Different
Different

GlrIlEt
ooooo

o.o.o
o-o-o

xxxxx
+++++

kkkkk
zzzzz

Northern Corner
Greenwoods Corner
Greenlane North
Walls Road
Cadrnan Subdivision
AL1 Areas

zzzzz

21.0*
21.63

8. 4t
5.68
0. oc

10.43

TABLI: 7 .1

Ttre satne observation is made about Lhe
zzzzz forrn, although the order of
prevalence is slightly different as the
'zzzzz form is not as conrmon throughout
the study areas.

Summary

The two effects of tirne on the form of
development can be seen in the stucly
areas. Periods when particular form
categories were developed at a greater
f requency ttran at other tj-mes rtere
identifiecl. This occurred for all form
pararaeters, but rnore of ten with the
configurati.on aspect of property form.

A change in forrn prevalences with time
is also evident. Ttre influence of ti-me
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on the forLn is shown to exist. Flowever,
not all the form paratneters undergo
notable changes with tirne . Time' s ef f ect
on the form of Lhe environment,
therefore, is in selected aspects of
form and varies in degree for the
dif f erent Daralneters.
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vlll
ADMINISTRATIVE FACTORS AS AN INFLUEI{CE
ON THE I'ORM OF DEVELOPMENT

The irnposition of cotrtrols to regulate
the mallner in which clevelopment is
conducted is potentially an influencing
factor on the forrrt of that development '

Two areas of mandatory control under Lhe
jurisdiction of the local authority are
if," building by-laws and tl-re district
planning sctreme.

The provisions which aPPIY to
develbpment in these docurnenLs are such
that tirey impose limitations on the fortn
of ttrat. ,leveloplnenL, with the potential
for causing ceitain form categories to
develop in preference to others' An
examination of the relative prevalence
of these forms with resPect 1:o the
provisions in the regulations would
Lstablish whether this influence has
occurretl in the Inanner anticipated ' AIso
a study of changes in the tlistribution
of form categories on the introductj'on
of the contiols woultl show if the
controls have had an inf luetrce '

Builrting by-Iaws atrd town planning
corrtrols were investigated to see if
this is the case.

Buitding BY-laws

Introduction
BuIIATng -bt-raws are
authorities to ensure
standards of health

used bY local
Lhat adequate

and safetY are
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achieved with the establishment of new
development. The controls Lo achieve
this are prescriptions of the physical
aspects of the design. On the whole they
describe the construction procedures and
standards of the building, but some
provisions go further in that the sLze
and location of buildings are specified
for certain situations. These give the
by-laws the potential for being an
influencing factor on develo,Dment form.

An examination of rlevelopment before and
after the introduction of specific
by-Iaws, with respect to Lhe formal
pararneters under consideration, would
determine the extent of this influence.

The regulation of building activity in
the one Tree tiill Borough district began
in L926 when ttre one Tree Hill Road
District adopted By-Iaw No 1. This
by-law covered a variety of matters from
the control of building construction to
the sale of foodr and from breaking-in
horses to spitting i-n streets. Many of
the regulations still operate today
though many have trad minor amendments
made to them.

The conLrols relating to buildings were
wholly revoked and replaced by By-law
No.ll in L949. This by-law amalgamated
all the previous amendments relevant to
buitdings and tidied up references to
the Borough rather than the Road
District. In essence, however, the
controls relaLing to buildings were not
substantiaLly changed .

L969 saw the introduction of By-law No.I
(f969) when the Council adopted the
l"lodel Building By-law N. Z. S. S. * 19OO.
This superseded all previous related
by-laws inclucling some still operative
under By-law No 1, L926, thus completely
revising the Borough's building by-law
codes,

The subsequent amendments to N.Z.S.S.
1900 were adopted by the Council as
By-Iaw No.2 , L975 and other l'lodel
Building By-laws have since been
adopted, including tI. Z.S.S. I188 and
3604 in L979.

t

i.l .2 .5 . 5 . ; l.Iew Zea lartJ
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N. Z.S. S. 3604 in L979 ) have some
irnportance but are recent enough to give
insufficient time for their effect to
have become aPParent.

Building By-laws' Influence on Form
-Iaws

related more spec i fical lY to
construction methods and materials,
their potential influence on the form
parameters under consideration is
lomewhat indirect. Construction rnethods
and naterials selected may lirnit design,
however, the permutations and
cornbinations of these factors are
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The principal tlates for changes to the
norough's building corfes are' therefore,
Lg26 wn"n By-Iaw No.I was introduced and
1969, when N.Z.S.S. I9O0 was adopted'
The adoption of other cocles ( such as

infinite, so that it would be diff icult
to irientify a particular fornr category
which rnight gain prevalence because of
ttre controls. The exception is in regard
to the separation pararneter. Building
to - boundary distances are specified in
eactr of the building bY-laws
administerecl by the One Tree IIif I
Borough council at various tirnes ' This
has istablished a minimr-rm tlistance of

';l

3'-0" unless constructed in fire
resistant materials like masoflar]r
concrete, or stone- A further provision
in N.z.S.S. 1900 which could affect this
form paratneter is the requirernent f"I
courts ancl open spaces for residential
buildings. Minimunr tlimensions for these
are sp-cified aud varietl according to
tlre use of the ad jacent internal space '
The need to provicle for courts in the
design of a nuifaing on a site dictated
the location of the buitding ' The
expected result of these controls would
be for the properties to tend towards
ooooo and possibly o o o separation form
categories, and indeed these are the two
nost common form categories in this
pararneLer in the combined study areas
ancl for tlre whole Borough ( see Figures
3.01, p 32 and 7.03, P IOB)

However from Figure A.OI (p L29) it can
be seen that they were also the more
commonly occurr:ing separation categories
of form before the introduction of the
by-laws. The by-laws rnay not, therefore,
be the reason for their predominance '
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The effect of the by-laws in causing
this prevalence and any others would be
confirmed if changes in forrn patterns
exist relative to the introduction of
the controls.

By-law - Form Correspondences
The effect of the building byr-Iaws as a
precipitant of ctrange in form prevalence
can be determined with reference to the
relative distribution of the form
categories before and after the date the
by-law was adopted by the Council.

A comparison of the form of development
before L926 with that developed after
L926 is shown on Figure B.OL This shows
significant differences in form
prevalences.
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Hovreverr these differenc'es may not b*e

attri.but-able to th,e h'y-lawe but to other
factors introduced in ttre inte,rvening
period - A eomparison of ttre forrn 'of'
hevel.opment up to L9:26 with he forltr of,
the development established in t-tre
deeade ji.rqflediately following Lhe
intnoduction of these by-:laws shows no
significant variation in the prevalenee
of form t1ryes. This is shown on Figure
8.02.
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Had the by-Iaws been tbe cauee of t-he
dj.ff,erences in Fi-gure 8.01 these s'ame
differ,ences rllould have shown up tiere as
wel.l, since it woutr-d be expected that
the influence of ttle by-law wot'lld lrave
become apparent withj-n t'en years.

SimLlar resu1ts are obtained when a
comparison of the grrevalences of the
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forms of all development bef,ore the
int,roduction of N.Z.S.S'. I9OO in 1-969
and those after 1969 is rnade. Figur'e
8,03 illustrafes the variation in
preva}ence .

Ffg
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Con{iguratiort Separation Consisterlcy

EO}IPARISON OF' FOR.M PREVAIJENCE FOR DEVELOPMENT
PRE 1969 VJITH 1969-81
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FIGURE 8.03
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a similar di.stri{.r-ution patterin ( see
Figure 8.04). Ttrere is no significant
variation in tlte two. patterbs,
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Discussion
IE--d;dEs rrot se,en Bossible to attribute'
to th,e int.roduetion of the building
by-laws arty di:rest inf J-uence on tlre
plevalenee of the forms of the
Lnvlronrnent identified here for st'ucly.

This is not to s&Y, lrowever, ttrat ttre
b1t-lavrs elo not have an ef'f ecL ' lflhere are
trrto Bo,ss'tl'le reasons vftty such an effeet
tias not sho,wn uI?. llhe first' is ttrat the
forms being eva.Iuated rney not be the
fo ms whi.c?r ttre bY-laws have an
ir-rfluenee olter. ftre second is that t.tte
by'-lawsr wt-rerr introduced, rnay just be
fottowing standard practice. tdaking. thgt
praetice rnandatory may cause f.ittle
ip.preciable ctrange in the fo'rm
prLvalence bu-t stiLl have bearing on
what form Ltrat is.
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Town Planning

Introduction
Foil[--EG[ilfng controls regulate the
extent and type of developments that tnay
l:e established in a given area ' Usually
this is achievecl through restrictions on
the activities which can occur in
particular zones and through the bulk
and locati-on controls. The latter are a
prescription of the size, on-site
location, densityr and provision of
certain facilities of the proposed
developr,rent in that zone. Ttrese controls
have the potential for influencing the
forrn of development.

One Tree HiIl Borough Town Planning
History
One Tree lfill Borough had a formal town
planning scheme by I94f. This scheme is
referretl to as the undisclosed scheme.
It was drawn up under ttre provisions of
the L926 Town and Country Planning Act,
so, unlike the later district schemes
which resulted frorn the 1953 Town and
Country Planning Act, it did not include
public participation in its ,oreparation.

The undisclosed scheme comprised: ,a map
of existing Iand use, planning map
zonesr EDd "height and area" districts;
and a set of ordinances "vhich outlined
permitted uses in each zone, the bulk
and locaLion controls relating to the
"height and area districts", and other
matters pertinent to the scheme's
administration. There were three
residential zones, two cornmercial zones
(called business districts), and three
industrial use zones. Uses permittecl in
the "more restricted use district" were
generally permitLed in each less
restricted use district as well. Ttre
"height and area" districts were
inclependent of these zones. They
correspondecl to one or more zones either
totally or in part.

The undisclosed scheme was in operation
until the f irst district schetne \i/as
adoptecl in 1958. It was called the first
district scherne as it was the first to
be prepared by the Borough under the

ET-l n.igttt and Area A

ffi H"igrtt and Area

I ll Heiqht and Area4l

r:-r SPecial
ti.fril Resiaentiar

ffi
I
t_l

Intermediate
Residential
General
Residential
ceneral
Business

Greenlane Dlorth
ITEIGI{T & A.REA DISTRICTS

ON ZONINGS

FIGURU 8.O5
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provisions of the 1953 Town and Country
Planning Act*.

The first district scheme generally
retainecl the pattern of zones, with
their permitted uses, of the undisclosed
schetne. However the bulk and locati-on
requirements were specific to each zone
anO although similar to the previous
requirements, they did include a sliding
*aii*r:* height provision in residential
zones to preserve daylight quality to
adjoining properties - Changes to !h"
s"h"*e in L962 introduced a residential
C zor.e which was a higher densitY
residential zone mainly adjoining Great
South Road and l'lanukau Road.

The sctreme was then reviewed with the
first review becoming operative in 1955 '
Its provisions followed a similar
pattern to the 1958 scheme with some
small differences in zoning and the bulk
and location requirements. Ttre L97O
anrendnrents to this scheme included
provision for multi-unit housing;
setting out specific requirements to
improve the amenities of multiPle
dwellings on one site.

The second review of ttre district scheme
was in L976. Ttris was also similar to
earlier schemes in forrnat. It l-s
distinguished from the previous schemes
by "ome 

refinement of zoning situations
anO modification of the bulk and
Iocation provisions, especially where
these were rationalised to metrication'
Table B.I, Pp 134-5 lists the various
bulk and location provisions of each
scheme and illustrates the sirnilarities
between them.

Thus, the significant dates for town
planning controls are I94L, 1958 ' L965,
and Lg76 when each new planning sctteme
was introduced, making it obligatory for
any new development to conform to its
provisions.

Town Plannin Controls' I nfluence
Form

The Town and CounLry
Pla:rning Act required
local authorities to
prepare and operage a
district planning
scheme.
Schenres lrrere to be
reviewed every five
years, though' due t<:
the length of titne of
the reviev, procedure.
a longer period might
elapse before the next
echeme became operaLive.

Fhe- provisions of the district schemes
centra around various zones. I'Iithin each
zone a different set of bulk and
location controls estabLish constraints
wi-rictr set uF the lirnits within which a
building cleveloprnent may be constructed '
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restrictions and yard requiretnents to
create a building envelope. It affects
the conf i-guration of development. The
building envelope may or rnay not be the
ultimate determinant of this pararneter
for the development. This depends on how
generous the envelope
proposed structure.

is for 'the

Because the specific reguirements differ
for each zone, and sometimes for J1
different uses within the zone, and the
site dimensions are simj-larly variable,
ttrere is a range of possible building
envelopes that may exist. In general,
however, the One Tree H1II schemes allow
two forms of envelope to be built on a
given standard flat site ( see Figures
8.06 and 8.07). The provisions of each
scheme differ only slightly so these

This is done by

envelopes are applicable
development since 1941.

If the developments
establi-stred to the

136

imposing height

to all

were to be
limits of the
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BUILDING ENVELOPE

FIGURE 8.06

AAAAA FORI4
BUILDING ENVELOPE

FIGURE 8.07

The building envelopes, when applied to
a pro.oerty, primarily govern the J*,
configuration aspect of the
develr:pment's form. These envelopes fit
into the configuration categories of
AAAAA and OOfIOO respectively. The OflOllO
envelope corresponds to the form
permitted under the bulk and locaLion
controls for all uses in the undisclosed
scheme and for the industri-al and
commercial zones in the other schemes.

The AAAAA form is at the dictated limits
of the residential zones from 1958
onwards and is brought about by the
maximum height requirernent of 10 '0 " ( 3m)
plus the required distance from the
boundary up to the maximum height.

envelopes then ttrese forms lyould be
prevalent in the respective zones for
development from the time the controls
were introduced. However, other
constraints on the design and planning
of the developrnent frequently mean that
less building bull< is constructed.

Througtr the side yard requirernents the
controls have the potential to influence
the degree of separation beiween
elements on adjoining sites, where it is
the building that is the element being

Configuration
Free- form
Free- form-angular
Mixed Angular
tlulti-pure Angular
Pure Angular

Separat ion
Ad jacent
Near
Proximate
Apart
Di scant

Consistency
Same
Similar
Mainly Sirnilar
MainLy Different
Di fferenr
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assess€t1 .

In the One Tree tlill schernes there are
no requiretnents for side YarCs in
co**ercial and industrial zones excel>t
for the situation where tire property
adjoins a residential or recreational
ur6 area. Thus there is a likelihood
that the separation form @mmlilD will be
more prevalEnt in these zones than in
reside-ntiat use zones where d minimurn
side yarcl requirement of between 4 '0 "
(r.zm) and B'o" (3m) is stipulated' Tl"
site width, building width, and the
perceived ratio of the gap between two
i-reighbouring buildings woul'l all govern
wtrat the seParation factor in
residential areas would be ( see Chapter
II p L7 and APPenclix A ) ' For the
proplrties with stanclard site dimensions
'ana- buildings within the usual size
range in residential zcnes it is more
pro6able that ooooo and o o o separation
patterns rvould Predominate '

If developments fully conformed to the
limits of zoninq and the requirements
wtrich go with it then a degree of
consistencY in each zone would be
expected. This would occur because alI
developments would have to meet the same

specific physical constraints' The
similariLy- oe development may be lost
when the bulk and location limitations
are generous enougtr to allow for a

varief.y of forms to occur, but tl!11"
eachzonemorexxxxx'+++++'andtr****
would generally be expected after the
advent of Planning controls '

Of course ttrese probable tendencies
woultl only occur i f deve loprnent t\Ias

established within the provisions of the
schemes. Departure frorn the regulations
is permitted under certain circumstances
(se! Figure 8.OB) nut since this is the
exception rather than the rule' the

""p"Lt"d 
occurrences should be evident'

To find out if tlrere is a correlation
between the controls and fortn calegories
the property zoning in the lr976 District-
Sctreme was matc]led to the form
categories. AII properties developed
since I94f were considered to have been
developed under these zones or
equiva-Ient since the town planning

"&"ro"= 
did not clepart s ignif icantly

El Existing use Right

f-*--l Dispensation

tn conditionar use

ffi| specified DeParture

lJorthern corner
VARIATIOT.IS FRoil

1976 DIS"RICT SCH.E}IE

FIGURE 8.08
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fron the previous ones. It was also
considered appropriate for develol>ment
prior to 1941 to be deemed to have
developed as if it conforme<-l to its
current zoning. An examination of land
uses in 1941 and the zoning of the

patterns, thus conforrning to the to$m
planning provisions (see Figures 8.10
and B.lf ) .
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ZONE TYPE

Figure 8.09 confirms the relationship
between nnnnn forrn and the industrial
and commercial- zones but shows greater
.orevalence in resiclential zones of NI,INNN
form properties. As Lhe ltri\INNN fornr is a
Iess pure forrn of nAAAn the bulk and
location controls can still be seen to
correlate to the configuration of the
buildinq.

Separation Consislency
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For the separation paralneter a sirnilar
correspondence between irrdustrial zones
ancl @lnfiIrD exists. The comtnercial zones
also have a significant proportion of
this form category though ti-rey also ttave
more ooooo. Commercial zones occur in
srnaII blocks and therefore adjoin other
(usually residential) zones which would
have a correspondj-ng influence on the
dimensions of the sicle yards for the
properties on the exLrernes of the zones '
Residential zones and ooooo and o o 'o

correlate as exPected.

However the anticipated similaritY
within zones is not shown to exist'
Residential zones are shown to have more
consistency than industrial zones with
commercial zones having the least
consistency of form. BuIk and location
controls probably do not govern the
degree of consistency as much as the
vaiiety of permitted activities in the
zone would. Residential zones are the
most restrictive in the range of
permitted uses, industrial zones have a-ti.it"A number of perrnitted uses but in
cornmercial zones the permitted uses are
more various (see Table A.2).

The degree of consistency of form in an
environment nay be affected bY
de1>artures from the district scheme
where non-conforming uses are permitted
under special circumstances, so Lhat
exceptions to the prevalence of various
forrn categories for a zone might be
expected.

Correlations between the prevalences of
the form categories and the zones are
found for the configuration and

Fffi!

r
special
Residentia I
General
Res identia I
Genera I
Business

ffi=ffi i:::::":?:i
ffiffi [::::;3:i:,
E ',lii"i":;:::en'Liar

Greenwoods Corner
zoiiltic I94I

FICURE I.10

Green'roods Corner
LAIID USE ],94I

FIGURE 8.11

separation pararneters but not for
coirsistency. However, not aII
development was established under the
provis-ions of zoning as more than 50? of
the properties in ttre study areas were
devefoped in their current form before
I941. So do Town Planning controls
actually trave an influence on forn? A

comparison of fornr prevalence before and
aftlr the introduction of district
,olanning schernes woulcl identify changes
lh"t rniy have occurred. As for building
by-laws, it ;nay be assumecl that such
changes result from the external
influence coinciding in time with the
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introduction of the regulations.

Town Planning - Form Correspondences

The influence of Town Planning control
on the form of development, can be seen
when the prevalence of the various form
types established before and after the
introduction of the undisclosed scheme
are cornpared ( see Figure 8. 12 ) .

100

EO

Here there is a significant and distinct
ilifference in the relative proportions
of the various form types for each
period. However, this difference nay not
be attributable to the presence of the
undisclosed scheine but due to other
factors occurring within the forty year
period after its introduction, or
because 5l? of tl.e current.ly existing
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COMPARISON OF FORM PREVALENCE oF DEVELOPI'IEI{T
BEFORE AND AF'TER TI-IE INTRODUCTION OF

TT]E UNDISCLOSED DISTRICT SCHEME
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FIGURE A.L2
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development in the study areas had
already occurred by 1941. Indeed 7OZ of
properties in the stucly area had been
d.eveloped at that time but 19? were
redeveloped between 1941- and 1981. A
cornparison of the relative prevalence of
the various forms of deveLopment in the
period f93I to 1940 with that in Lhe
period for which the scheme operated is
illustrated in Figure 8.13. Again, the
same differences in form distribution
occur for the areas under study,
suggesting that the existance of the
undisclosed scheme did have sotne bearing
on the form prevalence,

too
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Cornparison of the periods prior to and
after subsequent schemes introductions
also shows a distinct variation in form
prevalence though this tends Lowarcfs the
pattern of currently existing forms with

fit-{t
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(see Figures 8.14, 8.15, andeach scheme
B. 16 ).
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FIGURB 8.14
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tlowever the variation in form prev'alence
in tLre succesgive periods of operatJ.on
of eactr dj-strict sctreme Ls not great
(Pigure 8.17 ).
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ALL STUDY AREAS

FIGURE 8. 17

Indeed the variation in form prevalence
over all the o.oeration periods slrows no
statistically significant difference in
the form. Thus the effects of the minor
changes in the different schemes do not
maniiest in measurable changes in the
forms under consideration.

Conf iguration .^^AA^Free-form wvvv
Free-form-angular DDDDD

Mixed Angular NNNNN

Mulci-Puie Angular AIVVU

e,-tt. l'^gof.r tlnnon

existence of town planning control has a
considerable effect on the relative
prevalence of various forms but the
reviewecl schemes add littte Lo this
influence. Where the change in form
prevalence occurs it is an increase in
ttre number of properties developed with
nonnn, @rutr@, and to a lesser degree
kkkkk form types (see Figure B'12)' This
suggests thai the develoPment of
commercial ancl industrial establishments
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tras a greater influence on the forntal
patterns than residential activity.

Reference to the land use history of the
study areas verifies this. Before the
f 94f scheme' s introduction the I'IalIs
Road area was primarily residential in
nature. The 1980 lan,:l use rnap strows this
area is now predominantly industrial.
4OZ of aII the new developrnent in the
study areas since 1941 has occurred in
this area and all but one property in
the l.lalls Road area was cleveloped after
L94L in its current forrn.

The changes that have occurrerl here have
been precil>itated by the introduction of
zoning which has brought about the
change of use frorn residential to
industrial. This zoning, being first.
introduced in the 1941 scheme, has been
perpetuated in each planning scheme
since.

Industrial uses were not excluded from
the area before L94L. The introduction
of the industrial use zoning changed the
land values t giving industrial
enter^orises f avourable economic
conditions. Their establishment changed
the environment making this a less
desirable residential area and thus
forcing resi<lenLial uses out.

Discussion
ilE- of-EFe existing development in the
study areas was established before t94l
and is not the result of ttre imposed
controls outlined above. And yet pre
1941 development fits into the formal
patterns expectecl for the various zones
resulting frorn their bulk and location
requirements . Their irnpos ition as a
regulatory medium is, in general, a
reflection of accepted practice rather
tlran innovatory control.

The introduction of Town Planning as a
rnandatory requireinent ror new
development Lo adtrere to imposed zoning
control over the Borough. Previously
there had been no control over where
different uses could be located. Zoning
concentrated the land uses into
dif f eretrt areas and formal patterns
correlating to these zonings have been
identified. However, zoning initialty
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reflected the current land use pattern
(walts Road area excepted) so the zoning
itself cannot be totally responsible for
affecting the various form types. Unless
the town planning provisions regulated
against ttre status quo their influence
as a form determinant is onIY in the
degree to which they perpetuate the
existing situation.

Conclusions

Building by-Iaws and Town Planning have
a limited influence on fortn. Building
l:y-laws in particular do not create a
demonstrable change in form distribution
patterns and their direct influence on
the relative prevalence of the various
form categories is restricted to the
predominance of ooooo and o o o in the
separation parameter.

The imposition of Town Planning controls
with the undisclosed scheme coincided
wittr a decided change in the relative
prevalences of the various form
categories and in part5"cular with those
in the configuration and separation
parameters. This was due to the
introduction of specific zonings and the
respective controls in areas where they
went against the existing situation.
They precipitated formal change to the
area, the cumulative effect being to
alter the figures of form prevalence
across the study areas.

The regulation factors from local
authority administration do have an
inf luence on ttre form of the
environment, but this effect is not as
great as anticipated.
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IX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIOI{S

Summary

The environmental aesthetic of an urban
area is a function of the forms
developed and established in the built.
environment. In this study aspects of
this aesthetic are considered in an
attempt, to identify why they manifest in
the \^tay they do. The physical
characteristics of three aspects of form

configuration, separation, and
consistency are analysed. From this a

proposed. Ttris technique is then applied
to a defined urban area to describe its
formal attributes in terms of the form
parameters. This description is placed
in t'he context of the administrative,

technique to describe
environrnent's physical

historical, physical,
background of the

the urban
nature is

and social
area. Parallel

occurrences and coincidental factors of
potential influence are observed. These
are examined in closer detail in parts
of the urban area to see if these
factors have any causal relationship
with the form patterns identified, by
comparing the incidence of the various
formal patterns with the occurrence of
the influencing factor. The factors
considered are land use, ownership
patterns, time, and legislated control.
Each of these is found to correspond to
the formal aspect of the environment in
different ways and to varying degrees.
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Results

A strong correlation between particular
form categories and land use \ras found
as in most cases where particular form
categories exist they may be attributed
to the existance of certain types of
land use. This is especially the case
with nnnnn and dfiil[rm forms, being
prirnarily the form types of industrial
and commercial activity, and NI{NNN and
ooooo belonging to residential activity.
This suggests thaL there is some aspect
of the land use which dictates the forms
used. Ttre relationship between the forms
and the use, however, is not unique or
universal. Whereas some land uses are
found to occur predominantly with
particular form categories, such as
shcps always being either nnnnn or
N.\NNN, that category of form does not
necessarily only occur in respect of
that land use. Residential uses may also
be nnnnn and NNNNN. The evidence of the
correspondence is such that the land use
is a factor which determines the form of
the environment.

Property ownership patterns are also
found to have a relationship with the
formal arrangements on the sites. On the
wtrole most categories of owrlers who
develop properties closely follow the
distribution of the incidence of the
form categories for each formal
parameter in the total study area. This
is especially true of builders and
developers. The latter group are
responsible for the established form of
a sufficient number of properties for
their preferences to influence the
characteristics of the overall form
distribution. There are notable
exceptions to this pattern. Public
authorities and companies go against the
Lrends of the overall distribution
pattern and develop significantly
different form types to most other oriiner
classes. Public authorities develop
properties which are more frequently
nAnAn and less frequentLy nnnnn than
other groups, more o o o but less clrrmrDor
and decidedly more +++++ and less kkkkk
form types. The properties developed by
companies are predominantly nnnnn and
@ur@o or ooooo with few having
configurations or separations different
to this. Otirer ownership groups

Confi guration
Free-form OOOOO
Free-forrn-angular DDDDD
tlixed Angular NNNNN
t'iuIti-pure Angular AAnnA
Pure Angular nnnnn

Separation
Ad jacent
Near
Proxi.mate
Apart
Distant

Cons istency
Same
Sinilar
llainly Similar
I\lainly Different
Different

qNlIInIID
ooooo
ooo
o.o.o
o-o-o

xxxxx
+++++

kkkkk
zzzzz
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corresponding to significantly different
patterns are the developers who retain
ownerstrip for nore than thirty years.
These groups trave a stronger
correspondence with DDDDD, o o o, and
+++++ properties.

The form a property takes is not
specific to most ownership groups but
occurs in a manner generally consistent
with the overall form patterns.

The date at which properties are
developed influences the form the
development has. In the study areas
development in the first half of this
century was predominantly establisheC
with the MINNII, ooooo, and ***** fortns.
Lat,er nnnnn and crr@@nfD are the more
frequently developed forms and the
consistency factor tras shifted towards
nore different forms. In certain decades
particular forms are more evident in the
developments than at other times.
L93f-1940 is a particularly significant
decade in that there was a more than
chance increase in the occurrence of
nnAAn, o o o, and +++++ form types, but.
a decrease in mr. At no ti-me were
there any unique form occurrences but
time has been shown to be a factor which

periods.

The regulatory controls identified as
potentj-ally influencing factors of form
patterns were found to vary in their
effect on the ttrree parameters of form
considered. The influence of the
building by-Iaws on form has not been
substantiated, for although there are
differences in form patterns before and
after the introduction of the controls
in the long term, in the short term
there were no significant differences.
It was assumed that the influence of the
by-laws would manifest within ten years
after their introduction but as no
statistically significant change in the

governs the tendencies
prevalences to occur

prevalence of tlre
categories was found it
that this factor has no
these.

for form
in different

varLous form
is concluded
influence on

The advent of town planning controlsr on
the other hand, does precipitate a
change in form pattern in the stucly
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areas but Lhe subsequent revisions of
the <listrict .olanning scheines do not
af fect the pattertrs that have been
establishecl ti.t"e ttre introduction of
town planning. Zoning and form have a

relatibnship similar to Iand use and
form altholgh not as strong' Zoning .is
slrown to generally follow the existing
Iand use patterns, thus accounting fgt
ttt" association. I{trere this cloesn' t
apply (watls Road area), zoning creates
tirl location for particular land uses'
so that in time the laad use zone
relationship ]recomes lnore ern'bedded '

Explanation of the patterns found in the
Boiough as a whole is now possible'.The
preclofrinance of the various
Lonfiguration and seParation forms in
di-f feient areas is because of the
different land uses. The results confirm
that the observed incidence of I'{NfiIt'IN

north of Rockfield Road is due to the
residential activity noted there (see
Chapter III ) . Likewise nnnnn forns are
associaterl with ttre industrial area to
the souttt.

I,lhere nnnnn occurs along tire principal
roads it is associated' with cotonercial
."iinity and institutions ' DDDDD is
associaled with residenti'al uses which
have been established for solne time '
ooooo is associated wittr residential
activity. Both occur north of Rockfield
noaa. ir wittr nnnnn r the incidence of
crctunm corresPonds wittr the locatj'on of
industrial and commercial activities'

The consistency parameter forms are
governed inore i:Y the time factor '
6onsistent forrns occur in areas which
are stable in their develo.oment stage. or
are developed at one time ' !'lhere time
has brought about redevelo'oment'
tiif ferent forms exist side by side '

Discussion

The results identify that land use'
ownership patterns, and tilne have
clef inite correlations with the form

Overall Patterns and Prevalences eg
Forms

aspects of the
consideration and

environlnent under
that regulatorY

Ft:ee- forlo-angular
Ui|<ed Angular
Multi-Pure Angular
Pure Angular

Separation
Ad jacent
Near
Proxinate
Apart
Distant

Cons istency
Same
sinilar
t"tainlY Siriritar
MainIY Different
Different

ooooo
DDDDD
NNNTiIN
AAANA
nnnno

@
ooooo
ooo
o.o.o
o-o-o

xxx x:i
#+++

kkkkk
zzztz

controls may or may not' be influencing
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factors. The study stops short of
suggesting why these factors make ttreir
impact felt on form. To examine this
question with respect to each factor
would involve knowledge and research
into disciplines beyond the author's
field of expertise. However, possible
expJ-anations have been put forward for
the form factor relationships observed.

Although not examined in this study in
itetail there are obvious correspondences
between each of the factors of influence
so that a chain of cause and effect can
be surmised. For example, it would be
reasonable to suggest that since some
Iand uses take on particular forms and
certain orirner groups also develop these
forms predominantly, there rsa
relationship between the land use and
the developing owner. Speculating
further, it is possible to suggest that
certain owners have specific land use
requirements which are translated
formally into respective form categories
for the property.

Equally valid is the proposition that
like owners share a consensus as to what
form development should take for a
particular land use, This woul-d account
for the variety in form categories
developed by owners in a particular
category if they were developing
different land uses. The form - activity
congruence would limit the variety of
forms deemed to be appropriate for the
land use to an acceptable few, ttrus
accounting for the strong
correspondences between land use and
fornt.

Extending this not.ion it. is possible to
explain why regulatory controls
generally do not have a significant
impact on form. AL first glance it seems
somewhat unusual that requirements with
the potential to influence the form of
development, and which all new
development must comply with, are not
strown to effect any ctrange in formal
arrangements. Such regulations are
drafted with knowledge of the existing
environment and building practice. Ttreir
provisions do not' allow for innovation
and the unknolrn, but rather ref lect the
status quo and are conservative in
nature. Ttrus, they are created to
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perpetuate an environment
congruence. OnIy where

form
change is

initiated by the controls does the form
of the environment change. This is only
permitted wtren social attitudes change.
In the normal situation development
constraints imposed on land use in a
given zone will lead to uniformity of
form for that land use.

Other conditions that might exist wtrich
would result in the forrn factor
correlations identified include the
question of economics. The financial
capacity of the developing o\^rner might
well dictate the extent of the new
development, which i-n turn influences
iLs formal assessment. The economic
situation could equally be a factor of
time which also influences form. Other
factors of time are the fastrion aspects
of the form - activity congruence, where
accepted expecLations of the form and
activity relationship change. The time
factor form relationship could also be
influenced by Lhe properties being
established by one developer in a given
period of time as it is found that each
developer uses particular form patterns.

Other external factors are likely to
influence form, both by creating the
form and influencing the relationship
between factor and form.

An aspect common to all the above
considerations of why the factors
investigated have particular
relationships with the forms is social
attitude. This is basic to aII control
mechanisms both implicit and explicit in
society. Notions of acceptability and
the desire to conform perpetuate the
image of a given environment. The forms
ttrat exist in the environment considered
are there as a result of certain social
standards adopted at different times
which operate through the factors
identified, among others.

Knowing some of the factors which exist
to create certain forms in the
environment it might be possible to
predict the formal characteristics an
envi-ronment would have under given
circumsLances. For example,
extrapolating the findings, it would be
reasonable to expect that an area
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developed by a single developer would be
of one configuration form category and
also tend towards the same-similar end
of the consistency spectrum. This would
be particularly true if the development
consisted of a single land use, and/or
occurred over a short period of time.
Conversely, environments with a variety
of form types are more likely to result
if a random selection of land uses and
owner types d.evelop the properties in a
non-sequential manner. There is no
guarantee, however, that the presence of
these conditions wiII lead to such
environments eventuating as other
factors not considered nay preempt these
effects.

Conclusions

This study does not cover all aspects of
the urban form, nor does it claim to
have accounted for all possible factors
of influence. However, in seeking the
answers to questions about the nature of
the urban form the study has evolved an
approach to research in this area which
could be taken up with respect to
aspects not considered. Three areas
which are irnmediately apparent are those
relating to further aspects of form,
other factors of potential influence,
and the manner of effect,

The approach to this study has been to
progressively disclose the form and the
influencing factors and the relationship
between them. There are, in effect, two
studies here. The first is that which
Ieads to the description of the Borough
of One Tree HilI as a whole and
identifies the pattern of form that
exists there. The second study attempts
to identify facLors influencing form.

The First Stuql
@e technique has been a
very useful tool in simplifying the form
of the urban environment to a level
where it can be quantitatively
evaluated. Implicit in the technique is
the assumption that there exists a
consensus as to what is formally

" perceived; that the observer's
assessment of the formal nature of the
properties under consideration would be
repeated for a different observer,
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Descriptive Applications
The descriptive technique identifies the
formal attributes of an environment. Its
application may be both descriptive (as
here) or prescriptive. It could be used,
for example, to describe and compare two
different urban environments either in a
contemporary settingr or from an
historical point of view. Using this
method it would be possible to, sdy,
compare the form of modern London using
aerial photographs with that of the
sixteenth century usang urban
illustrations as survey media.

It allows comparison of the formal
composition of an area in New Zeal-and
with that of one in North America, for
example, to see what similarities and
differences exist formally and hence
place in perspective such things as
variation in environmental "image" and
"cognition" from place to place. Modern
studies of Man's environment are
involved in investigations into the
effect the environment has on Man and
vice versa. The formal aspects of the

\\ environment are strong determinants of
,!. human behaviour. This technique could be

used to physically define the form of
the environments under study. !'or
example, stress related.to ttre ability
to understand the environment could be
measured through
parameter.

the consistency

Prescriptive Applications
There is a growing concern in this
country, as in the rest of the world,
about the loss of clraracter in urban
areas where redevelopment proceeds
without cognizance of the existing
development, Many district planning
schemes pay lip service to this concern
by requiring that new development be
sympattretic to the character of certain

\ areas without specifying what the
special nature of the area is. The
descriptive technique would allow the
local authority to have an appreciation
of the formal guidelines for syrnpathetic
and harmonious design of new
developments along the lines of the
descriptive parameters. The fit of any
new development into an existing area
can then be assessed. Control over the
design and external appearance of
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buildings, allowed under Section
36(4)(c)(ii) of the Town and country
Planning Act L977. by such a descriptive
method would be much more acceptable
than that which relies on aesthetic
judgement.

The technique could be used to assess
the effect of proposed town ptanning
requi-rements, by-laws, and the like on
t.he existing urban form. The formal
implications of a change to a district
scheme's ordinances could be determined
and then mapped up over a given area on
a time sequence, vthen knowledge of the
potential for redevelopment is treld. The
results would show a time scaled picture
of the future environment and the
desirability of that particular control
from a formal perspective could be
determined.

The three aspects of form identified in
Chapter II are by no means the onlY
parameters of environmental form. The
method may be expanded to encompass
others as appropriate. Aspects such as
scaIe, bulk, heightr €nclosurer dod
materials may all be important facets of
an environmental study. Ttre rnettrod of
assessment of ttre formal nature is
outlined here. Further appli-cations of
the method would no doubt require an
expanded formal vocabulary.

During the period of this research
computer technology has become more
freely available. In the production of
this thesis it became apparent that the
symbols originally chosen hrere difficult
to reproduce onto a typed page in
conjunction with ordinary text. In
addition, other symbols than those used
on an ordinary typewriter are available.
on most printers interfaced with
computers. Had these facilities been
available at the time this research
began some other equally appropriate
symbols may have been chosen.

The Second Strlg[
ffiy is a step removed from
this. It seeks to identify what brings
about the various form types in five
study areas. Reference is made to
factors known to be pertinent to the
Borough as a whole. Data is abstracted
from the particular to identify the

Jr,a,-t l,J-. ,-"
"I'-'''---'t ''':-
' I - '-'(,-' t'.-- t,

. .r,[ .Jr - \, .t .. _
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general cause to make the study more
applicable and tlre results more relevant
to the wider field of environmental
study. This abstraction assunes that
what is relevant to the stucly areas
combined is applicable to the Borough as
a whole and may also be relevant to
areas outside this district. This
assumption allows for postulation as to
the causes of form patterns in other
environments. Parallel investigations
into other clistricts would determine
rytrether the results in this study are
unique and whether statements such as
'Iand use is a factor influencing the
form of the environment' or 'companies
develop nnnnn and @!' are as
universal as this studY suggests.

In ttre same way that the descriptive
technique and its application to One
Tree HiIt Borough does not paint a full
picture of the formal character, so the
potentially influencing factors
irJentif ied are also an incomplet.e
selection of possible reasons for the
forms that exi-st. Tttose identif ied for
study were drawn from personal insights
into the area and from farniliarity with
the Borough. Other factors may have an
influence on the formal parameters
identified here. Factors such as
subdivision patterns, tYPe of property
title , the land, clirnate , f ire hazard,
and topography might also be shown to
have a degree of influence. Thus the
form influence facet of this study could
be extended to include Profiles of
matters not develoPed..

the tecfrnlque used to examine the
correlations \ras satisfactory for the
information that was sought. The results
are not clear-cut in their associations
but the evidence suggests that there is
a relationshiP between the form
and ttre factor of influence. It would be
false to suggest that direct causal
relationships are strown to exist in the
results. For this reason the results are
inconclusive. There are, for each of the
factors considered, numerous provisos
and of course it is acknowledged that
other options not investigated also
exist.

In many ways the study just touches the
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surface of the whole question of the
interaction between form and ttre factors
of inf lrrence. It may have been better to
have concenLrated on one aspect of form,
and one factor. A narro\r/er study in more
depth may have been able to establish
the relationship between the form and
the factors of influence nore fully.

On reflection the results are not
unexpecte,;l. Intuitively there is an
understanding that certain land uses
adopt particular forms, or that
properties owned by certain sorts of
people appear to have like forms. That
is the way Llre environment communicates.
Each form is a
con j unction wittr the
indicates the nature
environment. However,

symbol which in
other forms

of that
the form

categories which are considered are
independent of wtrat they describe,
except in formal terms. nnnnn may be the
assessed configuratj-on of a factory on
an industrial estate, a trouse built in
the 1930sr or even a vacant lot.

Objectives
the objectives of the study have been
achieved in that a number of pertinent
factors which influence ttre form of the
environment have been identified. They
each affect the formal character of
development, sometimes with respect to
one aspect of form and at other times
more than one aspect is involved. To say
that there is a specific cause for any
formal arrangement of the environment is
impossible. Like many things in this
world there is no absolute answer to the
question 'Why?'
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APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE CONSENSUS OI{ A SPACING RELATIONSHIP

Introduction

separation of two elements varies with the scale of the
elements and ttre distance between ttrem. Ashihara ( I97O )

suggests from his olrservations that this is a function of
th6-freigtrt and distance ratio. I*ILrere this ratio is one there
is a balance beyond which perceived apartness and closeness
are felt. His notion of separation does not take account of
elements of varying heights, nor does it consider the
proportions of tha inaiviauat elements (treigtrts and widths ) .
it i" a simplistic view of the relationship. Separation is a

One dimensional factor between tWo elements. It seems'
therefore, more logicat that the perception of the relative
spacing of two elements in the environment is related to the
Ilngthi of each of their presented views to the observer'
nven though the individual might consider thi's separation
differently there would.be a consensus opinion as to the
relative spacing. Confiimation of this relationship was
sougHt assuming ttrat consensus existed.

For the purposes of this consideration a five point scale
was adopted to describe the separations. The five points
correspond to the terms adjacent, near, proximate, apart'
and distant. They describe the range from being juxtaposed
to not being seen as related by distance at all- ' As an
initial guid- to ttrese terms in respect of what they
measured ttre following formulae v/ere adopted to tie the
terminology in to ttre factors which contrilruted to them'
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z=x+y
@

x+y<z
@

x+y
2

<z(x+y

x+y<z(2(x+y)

z > z(x+y)

{ x+y
2

wtrere z is the separation
x is the length of element one

and y is the length of element two.

The Experiment

To test ttre validity of these assumptions an experiment was
conducted.

Thirty varying examples of separation of two rectangles, one
of unit length and height, the other of varying lengths and
heights, were strown to forty-five second year architectural
students. They were asked to score the separation of these
elements against a sliding scale, described by the
terminology above, by ticking the appropriate box for each
image on the score sheet (Figure A1, p 170). Various heights
were used for the seeond rectangle to see if this influenced
the assessment of separation. The separation of the two
elements for each image was determined with respect to the
above formulae to fall either at the assumed boundary of the
two parameters or within it. The proportion of each of the
varying conditions for ttre second rectangle is tabled below
(fanle AL). Alt examples were randomly shown to ttre
audience.
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I/ARIOU5 CONDIJI.ONS ILLUSTRAE.SD tr6T SI(PIR-IMENII

order ahowb
1.. z=O
2'. ri, - Q.5
,3:. z=L
4, 4 = 1.2:g
.5. E.= tr"5
6. z.= 2
7. 4 = 2,25,
4.. a=3
9! z=4
1o,.a=5
J.1,. a, = 6
lZi n=.0
l'3. z = IL4.z-z
15. a,=4
1,6,. z = 6
I7.z=1
L8.z=2
l9:. a = ,.1

29. z=?
21. z = 0.9
22.2=L
23- z,= 2
24. it; = 3
25,- z^ = 5
26,V=6
77. z = L.L
2€'- s = 3.t
29t+ 8=7
3O.z=8

w=I
w=l
$=f
w=I
w=l
w,= I
r*=L
w-tr
rt.=I
w=l
lt=1
\t =,2n=2
w:3
til=2
v,a 2
w=L
u=, 1
w=l
rd =, I
tlt=2
w=2
w-2
w=2
v=2

5 rl=1.5
5 td = 1.5
5 w + I.5
5 rt=1.5
5 w=1i.5

BABLE EI

x:1. y=1
x=l yEl
a=L y=X
.x=l, y..El
'!i=1 y=1
.*=.1, y:L
tr=.L y=1
rr=1 yol
x=1 y=1,
n-1 y=1
x-I y=1
x=1 y=1
r=lr y=,L
x=1. y=I
x=l y=1
x=l y=tr
n=I y=2'r=+ \=zxFl y=2
s=:. y,*2
r-l y=2,
*=1 t=2r=l Y=2x=i y=2
*=L y=2
a=L y=2,.
it=l T=2.N*1 y,-2.
x=J. y-z.
x=tr y=?.

2A
6

'22

5
2A
24
30
?5
16
I

26
t5
29
77

7,

I,I
10
L7
I

l9
I

t3
L2

3
18

4
L4

2
23
2I

Wh:ere .g le tbe A€trtarAtLo..n diata.nce betweerr tlre f€e angl€a
x l,a tl-e leagith arrd he'lgrlt of, tlre finst reorzqngle
y ls ttle length of tb€ Eecoad reetangle

and r i.e t$e beight of, the sesoqal rcctangl€
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ResuIts,

ftre forty five re^apong€S rated t]re separation of eactr image
in the followLng distrire:ution.

RATINC DISTRIBUTION FOR E,A.GII ${&GE

NUHEER IN O..&DEB
OF TTPRESENtAf,XOII

I.
z.
3r.
4.
5r
6.
7.
a,
9.
10.
r1.
12.
13.
14.
t5.
16.
L7,
18.
19.
29.
2:1.
22,
23.
?4r
23.
26.
2X-
28.
29.
30.

SPATIAL .FA!{OE
ABCD,E

*
*

trlhere A corre€lrencts to AdjacenL.
.B eo r€g rigndB to tilear
C oortr€e[rond€ to Pr.bxiEte
D c€rr'esjrohq,s to Atrra,rt

arrdl E correap-ondg to Distant

TABEG A2

Thus a,ll but one irnage (No. 27)' gave a m.ajority response'
i.e, more ttran twentv-two of the feBonderrts f-dVoUE€d one or
o€trer of th€ scale terrns to deseribe the s.eBaration.

It, rracr noted that- seme, of, the nrajority tiespoREeo did not
correspond^ to the antLciBated response' that -is Lhe
separalion was consLdered to fa}l within a dLfferent,
calegory than that described by the f,ormU1ae. These are
marked * in Tabl-e A2 '
Ttre results were, then analysed in terms of, the forrtrulae for
the majority, response to' determlne where ttre sundlaries of
eactr caLegory approxi;mately fell.
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Discussion

On the whole there was good agreement between the responses
to the categories for separation and the mathematical limits
clescribed. On examination of the results, however, it was
found that the boundaries could be modified to accomodate
the seven situations where there was a difference between
the empirical and assumed separations. These occurred about
the inlerface between two categories' The formulae could be
modified slightly to accomodate the variation, to be:

adjacent z =

near

x+y
(D

x+y<z
@

x+y
1.3

1.5(x+y)z(

< z < 2.5(x+Y)

z > 2.5(x+y)

This experiment has confirmed the assumption that the
relative separation of two elements when assessed
subjectively is a function of the length of the respective
elements.

proximate

apart

distant

x+y
1.3

1.5(x+y)

The overall results do not refute the assumption that the
separation, as subjectively perceived, is dependent on the
le-ngth of ttre elements in- question. There were no results
for wtrich the separation is not describable in terms of the
lengtlr parametei, The height factor did not affect the
assessment.

It is interesting to note that of the seven examples that
did not gain r"=!otts." that concurred with the initially
assumed foimulae, fiv" were for ttre condition x=I, Y=1, w=1,
suggesting that wtrere objects have simitar lengths and
freigtrts ttr" subjective separation is more difficult to
determine.

Conclusions
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APPENDIX B
FORM IVIAPS FOR ONE TREE HILL BOROUGH
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